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Old-fashioned Economist {wise after the event), pointing the way: "Look! I've
found a better road!"

"But that's the road those U.F.A. Members have wanted us to take
these ten years! Can they have been right?"

R. B.:

(The need to establish a financial sj'stem that
by the events of the past^few weeks.)

will

"deliver the goods" has been greatly emphasized

—
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"What U.F.A. Group Thinks Today, Canada Thinks Tomorrow"
Policy of Depreciated Dollar Advocated

by O. O. Coote, M.P., and

n.F.A.

Members

This Year,

in

Amendment

Now Wins

to

Six and a half months ago, when on March 17th, in the House of Commons, G. G. Coote, M.P., proposed the adoption of a deliberate policy of
depreciation of the Canadian dollar in order to raise the price in Canadian
currency of wheat and other export commodities while placing this country
in a position to compete on more even terms with Argentina and Australia
whose currencies were then depreciated by about 30 per cent Mr. Coote'c
proposal was greeted by Premier Bennett with stark amazement. The amazement expressed in orthodox financial ciicles generally was equally great.
Today, partly as a result of the suspension by Great Biitain of the gold
standard and the consequent depreciation of the British pound, Canada's
dollar is down to 85 J cents. Yet such orthodox periodicals as The Financial
Times of Montreal and Thp Financial Post of Toronto, welcome the deprecia-

—

tion.

"Departure from Gold Basis May
Prove Real Boon," reads a headline on
the front page of Tie Financial Times,
"Basic Industries Should Benefit from
Dollar Discount"; while on another page
this paper carries an article dealing with
the British situation under the heading:
"Return to Gold Standard Was Premature Step" and points out that Britain
has suffered untold privation by virtue
of her sudden reversion to the gold
basis in 1925, when Winston Churchill,
as Chancellor of the Exchequer, inaugurated a policy of rapid deflation.
The Financial Post is no less emphatic.
"Dollar Discount Tends to Assist Canadian Wheat," reads one heading, and
an article elaborates the point.
Acts Like a Tariff
is that unless the Canadian
dollar depreciates to the same extent
as the British pound, the low rate of
exchange on the pound must act in almost exactly the same way as a tariff
against Canadian imports into Britain.
For instance, if at any particular time
the exchange value of the pound in
terms of the United States dollar falls
by 30 per cent, that is equivalent to a
tariff of 30 per cent against United States
goods entermg Britain; and if the Canadian dollar is at par with the United
States dollar, there will be the equivalent
of a tariff of 30 per cent against Canadian
goods also. If, on the other hand, when
the pound falls by 30 per cent the Canadian dollar falls by 15 per cent, the
"tariff" against Canadian goods will be
15 per cent that is to say, the difference
But in order to
between 30 and 15.
wipe out completely the barrier against
Canadian imports the Canadian dollar
must fall by 30 per cent.
The actual situation at the present
time is that the Canadian dollar has
depreciated only about half as much as
the British pound, so that while it is
easier for Canadian imports to enter
Britain than for United States imports
to do so, there is still a barrier due to
exchange,
against
differences
in
the
entrance of Canadian products to Great
Britain.
The exchange level of the Canadian dollar and the British pound are
varying considerably from day to day,
but the most recent figures are given
the article on page 7 of this issue.
Until recently it was customary for
Canadian public men and Canadian
newspapers to speak with pride of the
Canadian dollar being able to "look the
All
United States dollar in the face."
The fall in the
that is being changed.

The point

—

m

exchange level of the Canadian d-'Ilar
has been widely welcomed in unexpected
quarters.
Thus, almost in a flasn, the
proposal which so astonished Premier
Bennett when Mr. Coote advanced it in
the House of Commons, has become
accepted as the sound policy for Canada
to pursue under existing circumstances.
B. K. Sandwell, noted Canadian economist and lecturer, declared before the
Calgary Board of Trade on September
30th that Canada should allow her
currency to depreciate to the same extent as the British.
Mr. Sandwell regards the suspension of the gold standard
as "a hopeful augury."

U.F.A. Amendment to Budget
In the light of recent happenings the
U.F.A. amendment to the budget moved
by Henry Spencer, M.P., last session
acquires added significance:
"As the present financial situation is
in many respects similar to but more
serious than that which prevailed in
1914, at which time extraordinary measures were taken by the Government, including the suspension of the redemption
of Dominion notes in gold," read that

amendment

in

part,

the opinion that

suspend

to

it

"this
is

House

is

of

expedient again

redemption

of

Dominion

notes in gold in order that:
"(a)

Commodity

price

levels

may

be raised, thus increasmg the purchasing
power of those engaged in agriculture,
mining, forestry, fishing and other primary industries and in this way promoting
a corresponding increase in the volume

employment.
That the burden
and private debts and the
of

"(6)

may

of both public
interest thereon

be lightened;

That the amount of currency
"(c)
and credit available for the purposes of
trade and commerce within the cOv::)try
may be increased;
That through the increased vol"(d)
ume of trade thus secured there might
result larger revenues without any increase in the rate of taxation."
That amendment expressed the policy
of the U.F.A. Group in the House.

Ten Tears' Record
But the interest of members

Budget Moved by H.

E. Spencer, M.P., for

Increasint; Favor

of

the

U.F.A. group in financial reform goes
back to the very beginning of their
period of service in the House of ComIn fact, if the world situation
mons.
and that of Canada were not today so
tragic, the several U.F.A. members who
have pioneered in this field might derive
from
satisfaction
recent
considerable

events, which bear out their predictions
and go far to substantiate the claims

they have advanced for social credit.
For ten years those several members
have pressed incessantly the case for a
new financial system. They have not
been content to advocate merely palliative measures.
They have sougnt to
probe to the root of the problem, and
while depreciation of the currency is a
palliative it serves to concentrate attention on more fundamental measures.
It is nearly ten years since in his first
session at Ottawa, William Irvine, M.P.,
then a Labor representative, called attention to the inadequacy of the gold
standard.
That was in 1922. In 1923,
acting in behalf of himself and other
members of the Farmer and Labor Groups,
he was successful in obtaining an investigation into the basis, function and control
of financial credit.
The records of that
investigation make interesting reading
today.
They show how far the grave
heresies of 1922 have become the orthodoxies of 1931.
o

THE DIFFERENCE
" 'The

national budget is only the
domestic budget written large.' So it is,
with this slight difference that when a
housewife has a full larder she says she
is well off and gives the food to the family
to eat, whereas when a nation has all
it wants it says it's poor and gives the
The New Leader,
Eeople less than ever.'
ondon, England.

—

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
Over a million

dollars is invested in
Provincial Institute of Technology
and Art in Calgary, which provides workshops and equipment to equal anything
in the Dominion. This school offers young
Albertans a variety of courses of utiliThe Art Department,
tarian value.
under A. C. Leighton, R.B.A., makes
available an art instructional service for
the first time in the history of the Province.
Another new feature is a course in
manual training for young men with

the

normal

training.

TREATMENT OF TIMBER
Proper treatment of timber with preservative not only prolongs its life, but
ensures

the

retention

of

its

strength.

Nothing will sap the strength of wood
more quickly than decay or insect attack
to which it is subject in many locations.
Nowhere is strength more essential or
dependability on continued strength more
important than in the field of bridge
construction, and timber fulfilling these
requirements at a lower cost than competing materials is making a record of
Scarcely less desirservice in this field.
able is it to secure durability of wood used
for buildings and fences, by adequate
treatment with preservative.

NOT THE ONLY THING
"I'd just love to be a farmer; to live with
the blue sky overhead."
"That would be all right if the blue
sky was the farmer's only overhead."
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those who dominate in financial policy in almost every
state in the world. The citadels of world power are the
world's financial centres.
It is true that finance is not the only problem.
It
cannot be isolated from others. But because industry
itself is being brought in ever increasing measure undei
the control of a dominant group of financiers "pursuing
their own ends and looking after their own fortunes"
(a British Conservative newspaper recently submitte(i
evidence in support of its contention that world-power
rests in the hands of eight persons) and because the
maintenance of their control in woild affairs involves
"the destruction of the fruits of good harvests and the
productive accomplishments of human energy," the
breaking of the existing strangle-hold upon our economic
life is the paramount task of our day.

SELF-HELP

22

How

EDITORIAL
BONDAGE
To break

the fettei-s which hold the peoples of all
the advance(i states cf the world, as well as many
of the more backward, in bondage to a financial system
which fails to deliver the goods is the supreme necessity
of the present age.
Until this bondage has been ended
there can be no permanent solution of any economic
or social problem nor of any political problem, national
of international. There can be no lasting peace.
The productive forces of today are sufficient to supply
in the most lavish superabundance all the needs of the
peoples of every country in the Western world.
But
the machinery of production lies largely idle because,
though countless miUions cry for bread and clothing,
for the satisfaction of the simplest demands of civilized
life, there can be no adequate "market" for the goods
which can be produced. And there can bg no market
because the existing system does not provide for the
distribution of purchasing power to consumers commensm'ate with our power to produce.
These simple truths are becoming increasingly apparent.
The existing system stands self-condemned. In the
development of the forces of production it has been
successful beyond the dreams of men of previous ages.
But it has utterly failed in the field of distribution. And
its failure is due, primaiily, to the subordination of every
other interest whatsoever to the "will to power" of

are the changes which are essential to the building up of an equitable social order to be brought about?
How are the forces which stand in the way of every social
advance to be overcome? They can only be overcome
when the masses of the people have organized to overcome them. And organization must begin in every
local community, for it is in their own communities that
the people can be most effective.

The

building

up

of co-operative institutions provides

one means of organizing the power of the people for the
tasks of the future. At the present time the U.F.A. is
making a vigorous effort to build up such activi+ies in
the particular field of consumer co-operation.
Eveiy
farmer who unites with his fellows in these local and

and

constituency enterprises is making an
contribution to the building up of a force
through which, in the future, social changes of a far
reaching and fundamental character may be bi ought
about.
district
effective

*

*

*

MR. BENNETT'S PROMISES
It is

now

nearly fifteen months since, on the strength

of his promise to "end unemployment" and bring prosperity in agriculture and industiy, R. B. Bennett was
returned to office with a large majority.
Today the

depression is more intense than when Mr. Bennett became Premier, and the army of the unemployed steadily
grows. The time has come when it must be said that
Mr. Bennett has failed to make good.

The causes of the depression are in large measurt beyond his control. Mr. Bennett should have known this,
and should not have made the promises.

1
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NEWS OF THE ORGANIZATION
Activities of Locals

and

District Associations

Speedy Organization of

District

and Information from Central Office— Notes on Co-operation

and Constituency

Co-operatives Urged
Local Organisation and Responsibility Vital to Assure Fullest Success of Co-operatiTe

Purchasing Plan

By

NORMAN

F.

PRIESTLEY,

Vice-president

THE Co-operative

Committee urges all Locals to organize as rapidly as
The repossible into district or constituency co-operative associations.
sponse to the facilities offered by Central Office has been more than gratifyFrom the enquiries received and the amount of business done so far in
ing.
a comparatively few commodities it is very clear that large numbers of farmers, both members and non-members, are convinced that there is the possiTo
bility of great development in the co-operative buying of farm supplies.
he effective and assure continued and permanent success there must he local organIt is therefore urged that the Coronation plan be
ization and responsibility.
adopted for constituencies or smaller districts wherever possible and without delay.

The supervision of district boards and managers and the work at the
Central Office
local point of the secretary or trustee are vitally necessary.
can place the buying strength of the whole movement at the disposal of all

available who will offer them as little
as is necessary to secure their product,
buying goods and services from other
classes in society at whatever price others
may choose to set: so long will organization be comparatively ineffective.
We have a great people and have a
proud record of having been greatly led.

We

must make our organization more

effective

0

How Costs

making a

careful
investigation in all cases before linking
the prestige and force of the U.F.A. with
is

any commercial concern. These manufacturers and distributors recognize fully
that in throwing in their lot with us they
lose favor with some of their previous
It is therefore important
customers.
receive from them a proposition
attractive as to quality, price
and service; and equally important, that
we reciprocate by combining our buying
power so as to give them such volume of
sales as will be worth their while.

that
that

we
is

Thirteen hundred circulars of seven
pages each left the Central Office during
the third week in September, conveying
to the members of the U.F.A. and farmers
generally through Local secretaries, manassociations and
agers of co-operative
others, information with respect to fuel
paints,
greases,
lubricating oils,
flour, bran, shorts, tires, tubes,
thresher belts, rubber hose, automobile

and

coal,

accessories, etc.
Prices in detail were given on many
of these commodities. There are still
a few lines of goods capable of being
handled in bulk under the U.F.A. j)lan

upon which negotiations are continuing.
Enquiry
Prices for these are not given.
with respect to apples, salt, posts, lumber,
will receive reply promptly from
Central Office.

etc.,

Local Secretaries' Responsibility
responsibility is being placed
on the shoulders of secretaries and trustees.
The services of a good local official are
absolutely essential to the success of any
The progress in co-operaI^ocal U.F.A.
the
tive buying depends largely on
efficiency and loyalty of the twelve
hundred Local secretaries throughout

Much

Alberta.
It is the experience of the Committee
that prices in the commodities now
being handled vary considerably throughout the Province. Competitive interests

are alive to the situation. It was anticipated that the activity of the U.F.Awould cause a drop in the price of merchandise.
The bringing about of closer parity
in price levels is part of the general
service of the U.F.A. to the farming
community, irrespective of membership
or patronage.
Just as the non-pool
farmer has profited by the existence of
the Pools, consciously or unconsciously,
so will thousands of farmers benefit
through the co-operative buying of our
Association.
If the farmers of Alberta
are to enjoy a standard of living worthy
their efforts and enterprise, if they
are going to avoid being brought down
to the level of peasantry by reason of
the burden of debt now resting upon them,
it will be by co-operation.
of

Can Raise Living Standard
Co-operation takes various forms. It
can be applied to practically all fields
of human endeavor.
There are many
suggested remedies for our social and
economic ills.
To co-operate in the
elimination of extravagance and waste
in the distribution of necessary supplies
is a means right at our hand.
If every
Local U.F.A. in Alberta became a centre
of co-operative activity linked with other
communities in the surrounding territory
through a district co-operative, and these
again linked together in one comprehensive organization, Alberta would enjoy such efficiency in the distribution of
goods and services that the standard of
living on our farms would be greatly
increased.
Urban communities would
follow the lead.
The big task before the United Farmers of Alberta is the effective organization of their own group in the industrial
system. So long as many thousands of
farmers here in this Province and in
other parts of the world continue along
the path of individualism and competition, selling their produce to any buyer

of Living

May

Be Reduced

the constituent member bodies, but there is a limit to the oversight and direct
contact which can be given from Central Office by mail and wire.

The Committee

still.

Speculative minds naturally incline
to explore the ultimate possibilities of
this plan.
The answer to such questioning is easily stated: We are tackling the
immediate problem and know that its
solution will carry us so much farther
along the right road.
Competition is
reajly a form of anarchy.
Co-operation
in its many forms is our only hope for
the rationalized, equitable and efficient
social order of which men dream and for
which we work.

U.F.A.

Describe Aims and
Committee
Many Balk
Commodities Now Handled
Broadcasts

—

Policies of

Daily broadcasts describing the buying
facilities

placed

farm people

at

the disposal of the
through the U.F.

of Alberta

Co-operative Committee continue
be made over station CFAC.
The
broadcasts, which are prepared by the
Vi-e-pre-^ident, are given every week-day
at 12:25 noon.
Readers of The U.F.A.
A.

to

who have receiving sets are invited to
listen in at this period.
Important announcements relative to the various
commodities which may be obtained
through Central Office are made, and
the information thus placed at the disposal of the membership may be supplemented by reference to secretaries of
U.F.A. Locals and co-operatives in whose
hands details have been placed in circulars
sent out by the Committee.
Below we publish extracts from recent
broadcasts:
Interest in the co-operative plan of
the United Farmers of Alberta grows
steadily from day to day.
Now that
the pressure of harvest work is over in
some parts of the Province, meetings
are being called and the information
placed in the hands of the members
their
of the U.F.A. through
Local
secretaries is being discussed.
Over twelve hundred circular letters
giving information and prices on staple
commodities have left the Central Office
The list of commodities
of the U.F.A.
includes fuel and lubricating oils and
greases of the Red Head brand; tires,
tubes, thresher belts, rubber hose, and
other rubber automobile accessories manufactured by the Dunlop Tire and Rubber
Co., Superior and Reliance paints, varnishes and enamels. Seal of Alberta flour,
bran, shorts and other mill products

manufactured

by

Robin

Hood

Mills,

Calgary, coal of the various grades from

October

1st,

THE
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Red Deer

Nominate

to

October 15th

First

Convention Called to Name Candidate
in Forthcoming By-Election.

ately.

Orders for the various classes of commodities now handled
through Central are being received in steadily increasing volume.
Oil, Coal and Rubber Goods account for a considerable proportion
Inquiries reof the business, and give promise of much expansion.
specting flour and mill feeds are coming in daily, and a number of
orders have been placed.
One notable development of the past few days has been the
arrival of many inquiries from various districts in regard to the disposal of Potatoes. These inquiries indicate that there is in the areas
concerned a large crop. The Committee is also receiving many in-

which on account of hard times perhaps have not made a canvass of members this year. No doubt many intended
cial

make

membership

after
by-election
will depend to a great extent on the enthusiasm and attendance at the nominTh s is the only byating convention.
election fought by the U.F.A. in many
years. It is important and we should go
into it with all the energy and organizacount on you to rally
tion possible.
your Local and secure a maximum
representation at the Convention on the
15th.
their drive for

Our success

this

in

We

Yours

quiries in regard to British

issued a circular, containing price lists on several important bulk commodities, to all U.F.A.
Secretaries and officers of district and constituency co-operative

LUNDBERG,
Secretary;

Eckville,

associations.

Alta.

Drumheller, Carbon and Edmonton mines,
lumber, post etc.
Great savings are being effected by
thousands of farmers under this p'an.
New hope is being created in the minds
of local leaders or the farm movement.
Here is something to do that brings
immediate results while the far reaching
policies of social reform advanced by
the U.F.A. for these many years are
being worked out.
Get behind the movement. The U.F.A.
cannot do much for you if you do not
co-operate. Co-operation means working
It will solve our problems.
together.
salt,

Columbia apples.

The U.F.A. Co-operative Committee has

truly,

E.

J.

Distribution of Patronage

The first dividend period on business done by the U.F.A. Cooperative Committee will close on October Slst, and a distribution
of patronage dividend to all branches of the movement which have
made use of the facilities provided by Central Office for the purchase
The plan of the
of the commodities handled will be paid thereafter.
Committee is to declare dividends four times every year, and October
Slst wUl be regarded as the end of the first quarterly period. The
dividend on binder twine, however, will not be available for distribution at that time, as the business done will not have been completely
A special dividend
cleaned up until, perhaps, a few weeks later.
period will be set for this commodity, which will be dealt with separ-

a convention of delegates of the U.F.A.
will be held in Red Deer on Thursday,
October 15th, at 2 p.m., for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for election
to the Alberta Legislative Assembly to
fill the vacancy created by the death of
George W. Smith, our representative for
the past ten years.
The basis of representation will be one
delegate to five, or the major portion thereof, paid up members of the U.F A. of
either 1930 or 1931.
There are Locals in Red Deer Provin-

to

Make

Dividend on Business Done

all

harvest.

Dividend Period Closes October Slst

U.F.A. Co-operative Committee Will

U.F.A. and U.F.W.A. Locals in
Red Deer Provincial Constituency.
You are hereby oflBcially notified that

To

(^77) 5

U. F. A.

President Gardiner's Meetings

,

"Right Relationship of Prices"

The old Latin poet Virgil devoted volumes of verse to praise of rural life and

many hundreds of years the farmer
was regarded as the most fortunate of
men.
Things have changed.
Few oc-

for

cupations are now so trying as that of
farming.
The farmer not only has to contend,
as he has done through the ages, with
the vagaries of nature drought, floods,
heat, frost, hail, insect pests, etc.; he
has to reckon with price fluctuations on
the world's markets which at times
There appears
destroy all his values.
to be no basis on which he can safely

—

conduct his operations.
The greatest
problem before agriculture under the
present economic system has been, and
IS, to keep a right relation between the
price of farm products and the prices
of goods and services which the farmer

must buy.

The U.F.A. has wide

national policies

and objectives that involve fundamental
and far reaching change, but -the Cooperative Committee has its particular
(Contin\io(l on p.-ige 20)

Will

Hold Organization Meetings

in

Red Deer

Provincial Constituency Next

Week

In addition to the meetings announced in our last issue in the Medicine Hat
Constituency, Robert Gardiner, M.P., Presiden of the U.F.A., will address a series of
meetings commencing this week in the Lethbridge Constituency; he will be accompanied by John Johanson, U.F.A. Director. Next week he will commence a series in
the Red Deer Provincial Constituency, where he will be accompanied by Ronald Pye,
All farmers in the districts covered by these series of
director for the constituency.
meetings are cordially invited to attend. President Gardiner will discuss the causes of
the disast r which has befallen the agricultural industry, and set forth the remedies
which are proposed to meet the situation; and he will discuss also the principal features
of the last session of Parliament.

Meetings in Lethbridge Federal

The meetings
October

1st,

Lethbridge Federal constituency will be as follows:
afternoon and evening, Taber U.F.A. Provincial Constituency Conin

vention, at Iron Springs.

October 2nd, Warner Provincial Constituency, afternoon meeting at Milk River
and evening meeting at Raymond.
October 3rd, afternoon meeting at Magrath; evening meeting at place not announced as we go to press
October 5th, Lethbridge City, evening.

or Warner,

Meetings in Red Deer Provincial
Meetings in the Provincial Constituency of Red Deer
October 8th, Leslieville, 8 p.m.
October 9th, Beaver Flats, 9 p.m.
October 10th, Condor, 8 p.m.

will

be held as follows:

The above are the only dates definitely arranged at this time. It is anticipated,
however, that Mr. Gardiner will speak in the Macleod constituency at an early date-
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The Problem
Wastage

of

Oas

in the Valley

and the Plans

By Hon.

r jNE

^^^H^^^H
^BP^^^IH
Wk,_

Kin

^

of the

J.

of the

E.

Qovernment

BROWNLEE,

of

is

made more
conflicting

difficult

interests.

On

the one hand, the gas consumers
Southern Alberta view with apprehension this great wastage of gas
1^^*%^**'
^^^^p^^^H and the consequent danger of the
complete loss of this public utility,
^BBk.^J -WBi while on the other hand a very large
number of people, both within and
without the Province, have invested hard-earned monej'
in many of the oil companies promoted in the Valley
and view with equal apprehension any effort to cut
down the flow of gas believing such action may wipe
il

B;

to

1931

it

—A

out their investment.

Alternative Courses

Faced with these facts three alternative courses of
action were possible:
(a)
To consider the field as an oil field and ignore
the wastage of gas. The fact that the naphtha content
in many wells is decreasing seems to make this course
undesirable.

A

(6)

as well as urban.

Situation

Without in any way attempting to criticize or attach
blame a clear statement of the e.xisting situation is
necessary for a better understanding of the problem
presented to the Provincial Government.
The Province became responsible for the ad1.
ministration of its natural resomres on October 1st,
1930, and can only be held to account for administration
since that date.
For several years prior to that date the Turner
2.
Valley had been developed as a great potential oil field
under oil and gas regulations and leases issued by the

Federal Government.
In fairness to that Government it is equally certain
3.
that until recent months no one could possibly foretell
whether or not this hope would be fulfilled and in every
country of the world gas w^astage exists in large oil
producing districts.
Before any great development work had been
4.
carried on the Imperial Oil Company negotiated a contract with the gas company supplying the city of Galgarj'-,
resulting in an exclusive contract to supply gas to that
company from the Turner Valley.
5.
On the basis of that contract the company built
a scrubbing plant which is absolutely essential to eliminate the sulphur content from the gas before being used
by householders in Calgary.
Following the bringing in of the Discovery Well
6.
the Imperial Oil Company, through subsidiary companies,
obtained control of a very large percentage of the acreage
in the Valley.
The naphtha content in the case of many wells
7.
has rapidly fallen and from the study of regular pressui-es
over the past six months it is positively stated by technical experts that a continuance of the present wastage
may exhaust the gas in the Valley in a very few years.

voluntary agreement worked out between

all

interested parties or groups.
Some arbitrary action within the power of the
(c)
Provincial Legislature which might resu't in the inabi'ity
of many of the smaller independents to carry on and
therefore react to the advantage of larger concerns.
The Government first held conferences with all parties
From these conferences came
interested in the Valley.
the suggestion that the problem might best be worked
out by the Government acting in co-operation with an

advisory

Government's problem is not made
anyeasier by reason of propaganda by radio'and sul)sidized
articles in certain journals, carried on by certain independents who feel they may be adversely affected by
possible governmental action.
A brief statement of
the problem may therefore be of interest to rural readei-s
Incidentally, the

Clear Statement of the Situation

Premier of Alberta

in

The Existing

Check

most urgent problems

facing the Provincial Government is that involved in the
wastage of gas in the Turner Valley.

by reason

Ist,

of Turner Valley

^-^now

The problem
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committee representing

all

interests.

The

to follow this plan and the various
interests were asked to name representatives to such a

Government decided

file letters from the
Association and representatives of the Independent producers suggesting names acceptable to
them for such a body, and an advi.«ory board was accordingly completed fairly representative of large and
small producers, including names suggested by the Independent producers.
This advisory board was asked to consider the advisability of working out the problem by voluntary
agreement of all interests and brought to the assistance
of the Committee a technical gas expert who for years
has acted as the advisor of the Board of Public Utility
Commissioners in all gas questions, in the person of

The Government has on

body.
Oil

& Gas

Mr.

F. P. Fisher.

The Plan Adopted
As a result of its deliberations this advisory committee has evolved the plan recently pubhshed in the
daily press, which involves:
1.
A restriction in the flow to approximately 100,000,000 feet per day.
2.
The pooling of available gas for distribution to
the City of Calgary.
An increased payment for this gas of approximately
3.

4 cents.

The general principle behind the plan is -to conserve
the gas and naphtha, spreading the distribution oyer
a longer period of years and by increased price providing
a greater ultimate return than is considered possible if
the Valley exhausts itself in a short time by wastage.
The success of this plan can only be brought about by
contribution from the interested parties such as the
Gas Company, the Imperial Oil Company and possibly
the gas consumers in Southern Alberta, and the Government is now negotiating with these interests to see if
these contributions can be made.
I desire

to particularly emphasize the following points:

this proposal comes from the advisory board
on which the independent producers are represented
and has the approval of some at least of the strongwt
independent companies.
2.
That no policy has been finally determined upon
1.

That

October

1st,
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and any suggestions that the Government has destroyed
investments in the Valley are utterly without foundation.
Up to the present time no change in production has been
brought about, directly or indirectly, by governmental
authority. The value of Turner Valley oil stocks have
not fallen because of any governmental action.

The Campaign

of

Propaganda

In the meantime propaganda is being actively promoted in an effort to persuade the pubUc that the whole
scheme is designed to promote the interests of the
Imperial Oil Company. Fortunately this propaganda is
not endorsed by leading independent operators as is
evidenced from communications received by the Government. The source of this propaganda is made clear by
a letter in the Government's possession written by one
of

the independent operators soliciting subscriptions
on the present campaign against the Govern-

to carry
naent.

U. F. A.
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The Government, of course, admits that any scheme
which would benefit any producers must benefit the company controlling approximately fifty per cent of the
It is equally certain that if no
Valley's production.
action is taken many independent companies will be
forced out of existence from sheer financial inability to
carry on and that the larger companies will profit accordingly. The Government's whole effort is to protect
as far as possible the many thousands of investors in
the Valley while at the same time safeguarding the
great resources.
The public should remember that the practice of
drawing a red herring across the trail is an old one and
may watch with confidence the outcome of the whole
A feasible solution of the problems in this
situation.
field may or may not be worked out, but the Government will have no difficulty in demonstrating that it is
not actuated by any improper motive or under anj'

improper influence.

British

Government Suspends the Gold

The British "National" Government
which was formed late in August was
compelled within a few days of the
adoption of its budget to suspend the
"gold basis" of the currency. This action
was made necessary by heavy withdrawals of gold by foreign investors.
The suspension actually took place on
September 21st, and Parliament on that
date passed the necessary enabling legislation relieving the banks of the obligato meet their obligations in gold,
while at the same time prohibiting the
export of gold from the country.
The suspension of the gold basis by
Great Britain produced profound reactions throughout the world. In a number
tion

of leading countries stock exchanges were
The exchange
closed for a few days.
value of the British pound declined, until
on September 26th it touched $3.67 in
terms of the United States currency as

compared with the exchange rate at parity
On September 30th the
of $4.86 2-3.
value of the pound had risen to $3.91.
Canadian Dollar Depreciated
Although Premier Bennett announced
that Canada would remain on the gold
basis, the Canadian dollar immediately
declined in value, though not to the same
extent as the pound.
By September
30th, however, our dollar was down to
85 3-4 cents. Various shipments of ^old
were made from Canada to the United
States with a view to checking the depreciation in the value of Canadian
currency, but the depreciation has continued fairly steadily up to this date.
At one period during the past week the
difference between the Canadian dollar
and the British pound was as wide as 14
per cent in favor of our dollar, which
was equivalent to a tariff of 14 per cent
against any Canadian products entering
Britain, but as we go to press the gap
is tending to close, the Canadian dollar
_

now being at a premium of only 7 per
cent as compared with the pound. While
this is equivalent to a tariff of 7 per cent
upon any goods imported by Britain from
Canada, it is equivalent on the other
hand to a reduction of 7 per cent in the
Canadian tariff on imported British
goods. The Canadian Government, however, have taken steps to prevent the
British exporter, or the Canadian consumer, deriving any advantage which

would otherwise have been obtainable,
by providing that dumping duty shall
be paid on importations from Great
Britain, up to the amount of the difference in exchange.
One effect of the depreciation in the
British and Canadian currencies will be
to raise a wall against imports from
countries which remain strictly on the
gold basis.
The United States will be
very greatly affected. At the same time
the difference between the value of the
United States dollar and the depreciated
British pound and depreciated Canadian
dollar will tend to enable the products of
Britain (and of Canada in lesser degree
since our currency is less depreciated
than the British) to climb in some cases
For inover the United States tariff.
stance, the United States has a duty of 14
cents a pound on butter. But as the Canadian dollar is at 85 3-4, this 14 cents is
wiped out, and unless the United States
takes steps to prevent it, Canadian
butter may shortly be selling in the markets across the line in substantial quantities.
Similarly if the currency becomes
sufficiently depreciated, other farm products naay be able to find entry into the
United States market.
The more our
currency becomes depreciated, the stronger will be the stimulus to export our
products.
Of course, the United States
may take action to prevent Canadian
products entering their market, just as the
Canadian Government has taken steps
to check British imports into Canada.

Basis

the departure from the gold basis had
been strongly advocated as an entirely
desirable measure for some time before
it took place.
In Canada such a policy
had in fact been advocated last session
by the U.F.A. group, and B. K. Sandwell,
an outstanding economist, had for a
considerable period been writing and
speaking in favor of suspension.
o

BANKERS' BLUNDERS.
Over and over again since the war the
bankers have blundered. They held up
trade with Russia, they brought back the
Gold Standard. Emrys Hughes, in Glasgow Forward.

—

o

INTEREST ON BRITAIN'S DEBT
"We have a national budget of about
Of this sum no

£798 millions.
£304 millions

is

national debt."

—

o

We

less

than

upon the
Thomas Johnston, M.P.
for interest

—

would again remind grain growers

Wheat Pool
now operated on a public

of Alberta that the Alberta

elevators are

These elevators are thus
handle grain delivered
by any person, and in any manner desired by the owner, under the provisions
of the Canada Grain Act.
The reputalicense basis.
in a position

to

Norway, Sweden and Denmark have
suspended the gold basis following Great
Britain.
By this means they hope to
maintain their exports to the British

of Alberta Pool elevators for fair
treatment should be an inducement for
all
grain growers to patronize these

market.
At the moment when the suspension
of the "gold basis" was announced, the
press reflected some forebodings, but
within a day or so of its occurrence,
British newspapers, and British, Canadian

o

and American financial men, began to
express confidence that the consequences
the action taken by Great Britain
would not be of a grave character, while
the immediate tendency to check imports and stimulate exports which followed the suspension, was, in view of the
large excess of imports in recent months,
welcomed as a healthy symptom.
In some outstanding British periodicals,
including the New Statesman and Nation,
of

tion

elevators.

—

As the result of an agreement negotiated by Great Britain about two months
ago, orders for £3,097,770 have
been
placed by the Russian Soviet Government with engineering firms in many
British industrial centres.
Together with
orders for which special facilities were
not provided the total recently placed
with British firms for all classes of neavy
goods, including machine tools, electrical
equipment and steam boilers, steamships,
etc.,
is
£4,454,840.
Purchases
of these types of goods in Britain by
Canada are of course great !}' reduced
under the Bennett tariff.
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"The Wheel Has Turned

What

1931

let,

Office

Wheat

Pool

Full Circle"

prices

or insurance companies are caught with a heavy

on the great Montreal and Toronto stock ex-

burden of stocks and their hides have to be

changes?

saved.

is

we hear about "pegged"

this

Surely the exchanges have not
set a

minimum

collaboration

price for stocks! or

deliberately

maybe

between the exchange

brokers, the banks

it is

condemned "pegging"

prices

of

market,

were

they

Wheat Pool has

informed,

and

the

suffered Dominion-wide casti-

gation as well as financial loss

by

the Winnipeg exchange

bearish spot in the world and
readily

was the most

when

prices could

there wasn't any but the representatives

all,

of

Western farmers

to advocate

and work

for

such a step. The suggestion met with scathing
criticism

from

and private grain trade
thousands

exchange,

grain

the

interests.

would be "thumbs down."

Western

What

Now

it.

and

*

But there are no loud

taken a year ago!

*

criticisms,

would have been a

The buying power

passed.

heroic

its

But the opportunity has

solitary stand.

the

of

West has

gone.

But

seems that

it

all

it's

right

is

different

"peg"

to

A

"crisis"

in

from a

"crisis"

on

Montreal or Toronto.

those exchanges

the grain exchange.
*

*

*

Of course nothing can be done about

all this

other than point out the glittering inconsistency.

Nowadays farmers can do

little

in their helpless

state.

thing they can do, however,

Pool

their

financial

*

it

wise thing to have helped the Pool in

to
in re-

is

to stick

elevator

The

organizations.

newspapers are predicting

less deliveries

to Pool elevators because of the opening

up

of

the contract, and these newspapers point out

that line elevators will benefit and obtain more

no spread

headlines in the papers, because Montreal and

Toronto exchanges have introduced "pegged"
prices.

Dominion should have been behind
a lot of business men and manufacturers

are finding out perhaps

One

have been provided by the same action
if

when

its fight

a bene-

could

gard to the grain exchange,

alone in

financial

farmers

of

Western farmers,

of

the whole

financial interests being hurt

at

to

was a bunch

have been pegged at a reasonable figure

and without any

fit

it

it

if

prices in

on behalf of the grain growers of Canada.

When

why

efforts

its

meet with the

of course,

The Wheat Pool stood

on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange. Grain farmers had to abide by the ebb and flow of a
free

But

and the Government!

An amazing thing to happen when one considers how the lordly business "leaders" have
so scathingly

will,

approval of the financial newspapers.

a

and the

That

Perhaps some banks, trust companies,

money

for dividends to their stockholders.

There
give to

is

but one answer grain growers can

all this

with our

and that answer

own Pool

is:

organization."

"I will stick
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Interesting Current Agricultural Articles
Commercial

Fertilizers for

Farm

Crops
By M;

J.

TINLINE,

Superintendent, Dominion Experimental

Farm, Brandon, Man.
Recent investigations indicate that
under certain conditions commercial fertilizers may be profitably used in Western
Canada in the production of farm crops.
This means a new departure for many
Since fertihzers require exfarmers.
penditures of considerable sums of money
some months before any return can be
expected, it is of great importance that

purchasing
farmers who contemplate
fertilizers make a careful study of their
soil requirements and the best kind of
fertilizers to buy, as well as the best

methods of application.
Three kinds of plant food are supplied
by commercial fertilizers, namely, niphosphoric acid and potash.
trogen,
Most praiiie soils appear to have sufficient potash available for farm crops,
and wnile there is often ample nitrogen
and phosphates in the soil they may
not be available in sufficient quantities
the best crop development during
the critical early stages of growth. The
for

number of tests indicate
that available phosphoric acid is more
often a limiting factor in securing good
crop yields than a lack of nitrogen. Sowing fertilizers containing phosphoric acid or
a combination of phosphatic fertilizers
with those containing nitrogen has been
found to give the younp plants a "kick
off" that nas in some instances hurried
the crop ahead of the weeds, other times
ahead of the soil drifting period or cutworm damage. In other instances no
difference in crop development has been
observed following the use of fertilizers.
While these fertilizers do not seem to
harm the germination of wheat, oats or
barley, they do injure the germination
of such seeds as corn, and sugar beets
when put in direct contact with the seed.

when used with the

first crop after fallow
than with a second or third crop.
One of the first steps in the use of
fertilizers will be for farmers to get to know
the names and composition of the different fertilizers on the markets.
Fertilizers are sold under various trade names
and the composition varies widely. To
illustrate, superphosphate is sold containing sixteen pounds of available phosphoric acid in one hundred pounds of
fertilizer; also it is sold under the name
triple
phosphate containing approximately forty-three to forty-eight pounds
of phosphoric acid in one hundred pounds
of
fertilizer.
Ammonium phosphates
of various strengths are also manufactured.

The

rate of application of the fertilizers

will of course vary with the amount of
plant food as shown by the printing on
the bags. Of the higher grade fertilizers
from forty to sixty pounds would appear
to be sufficient under average conditions
for grain crops.
Farmers who would like to obtain
further information about fertilizers should
get in touch with their nearest Experimental Station, as these stations nave
been carrying on considerable
work
during the last few years with artificial

Stimulate Early Growth
has been found that there is usually,
though not always, a response from
fertilizers in the early growth of cereal
Many times this early stimulacrops.
tion of growth results in a profitable
On the other hand,
increase in yield.
there are other instances of where late
summer drought, weeds or exceptionally
hot weather at ripening time have had
a levelling influence on the crop yields,
resulting in unprofitable returns from the
fertilizers.

Moisture is required to turn the plant
food that is in the fertilizer into liquid
form so that it can be absorbed by the
For this reason in dry climates
plants.
it is necessary in most seasons to drill
the fertilizer into the soil at least as deep
To do this, special
as the seed is sown.
These
fertilizer drills have been devised.
have two boxes, one for the seed and one
A few farmers have
for the fertilizer.
sown light applications of fertilizer mixed
with the grain through the ordinary
seeder.

Some may contemplate

broacf-

Experience
casting and harrowing in.
on the Prairie Experimental Farms shows
quite clearly that it is only in one or two
years out of five that good returns can
expected from fertilizers spread in
way. Generally it will be found that
fertilizers
give much better
response
be

this

hay grown

in

Southern Alberta).

The pure-bred Yorkshires, Tamworths,
Berkshires and Tamworth-Berkshire cross
bred pigs used in these experiments were
divided into seven lots containing eight
pigs each.
In making up the seven lots
due consideration was given to having
uniformity in breeding, condition, age
and weight. All lots were fed the same
grain ration throughout the test.
In
addition lot 1 received buttermilk, lot
2 tankage, lot 3 fish meal, lot 4 alfalfa
meal, lot 5

oil-cake meal, lot 6 mixed
(50 per cent tankage, 15
per cent fish-meal, 20 per cent oil-cake

supplement

meal and 15 per cent alfalfa meal) and
which was the check lot received
only the meal ration.
Buttermilk was

fertilizers.

lot 7

results of a large

It

berta, indicate clearly the economy of
feeding protein and mineral-rich supplements to fall pigs.
An experiment has
been conducted over a period of two
years to determine the relative value
buttermilk, digester tankage, fish meal,
alfalfa meal, oil-cake and a mixed supplement (50 per cent tankage, 15 per
cent fish meal, 20 per cent oil-cake meal
and 15 per cent alfalfa ineal) as supplements to a grain ration in feeding growing pigs during the winter months, and
in finishing pigs for the market.
(The
alfalfa meal was made by putting through
a Letz grinder good quality baled alfalfa

Supplementary Feeds

for Fall

Pigs

By

WILSON,

H. E.

Dominion Experimental

Lacombe

,

Station,

Alberta

The ability to raise fall pigs is the final
test of the successful hog-feeder.
Too
late farrowing in the fall, over-crowding
and over-feeding, damp quarters, lack
of exercise and the feeding of unbalanced
rations are the usual causes of failure with
Litters should be farrowed
litters.
not later than September 15th so as to
have the pigs well developed and able
to stand cold weather by November.
Dry, draught-free quarters and suitable
supplementary feeds along with the grain,
seem to be the key-notes to success in
fall

fall

pig raising.

When

considering the ration to be
fed it must be remembered that fall pigs
require a plentiful supply of protein and
mineral matter in their feed if they are
to make satisfactory gains and make
the best use of the feed consumed. Fall
pigs do not have the run of a green
pasture to help balance their ration. They
are for the most part grown under conditions which deprive them of the use
For
of forage and contact with the soil.
question of a protein
this reason the
and mineral supply is of even greater
importance in the case of fall farrowed
The
pigs than with the spring pigs.
protein is required for body growth and
the mineral matter is needed for bone
development and other vital purposes.
The ordinary home-grown hog feeds
(barley and oats) are defirient in both
protein and mineral matter and unless
protein and mineral rich feeds are supplied in sufficient volume in the ration
of fall pigs, growth is not likely to proceed normally.

Results of Feeding Tests
Feeding tests conducted at the Dominion Experimental Station, Lacombe, Al-

the rate of 75 pounds per day
tankage, fish meal, alfalfa meal,
oil-cake meal, and the mixed supplement
at the rate of 7 per cent of the meal
ration.
All groups were self-fed with
feeders placed close to the 6 by 8 feet
colony houses in which the pigs were
sheltered.
Water from which the chill
had been removed was provided twice
daily to all lots except lot 1, which received buttermilk to drink instead of
water.
In this experiment the "grain alone"
ration gave rise to slow and expensive
gains.
The feeding of oats and barley
without a supplement to fall pigs averaging approximately 60 pounds in weight
and over the critical weaning period
when placed on test did not prove an
economical practice, as compared with
the feeding of the supplemented rations.
fed

at

and

The

results

of

this

test

in

terms of

and cents valuing oats at 50 cents
per bushel and barley at 60 cents per
bushel show that while buttermilk cost
2 cents per gallon it had an actual value
dollars

of 4.4 cents per gallon on the basis of
grain saved; tankage costing 12.60 per
hundred pounds had an actual value of
$7.21 per hundred pounds and alfalfa
meal costing $1.75 per hundred pounds
had an actual value of $5.08 per hundred
pounds.
On the basis of grain saved
oil-cake meal costing $2.60 per hundred
pounds had an actual value of $3.16
per hundred pounds, the mixed supplement costing $2.67 per hundred pounds
had an actual value of $7.37 per hundred
pounds, and fish meal costing $3.95 per
hundred pounds had an actual value
of $3.46 or was fed at a loss of 49 cents
per hundred pounds.
The addition of 7 per cent fish meal
to the ration increased the gains but
such gains were not sufficiently large
to compensate for the increased cost of tne
ration at the price charged for this supplement.
The feeding of this supplement
brought about a 40 per cent increase in
daily gains but increased the cost of gains
by 2 per cent.

—
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TOGETHERNESS
The

Spirit of

Co-operation Through the Ages,

By

CHAPTER
When

12

lived in a cottage
red tiles for roof, and red bricks

I

that had

was a boy

F. J.

I

and diamond shaped panes for
windows; and the windows looked on elm
trees and the village green and village
pump. About 300 people dwelt in' this
fenglish village.
The two largest buildings were the Manor House (of red brick,
with many windows) and the white stone
In far-back days the Lord of
church.
the Manor was the holder of a "feud"
on land, by leave of the King.
Such
villages, with churches and lords, covered
most of England in the Feudal-Catholic
times (about 400 to 1,350 or 1400). The
for floors,

villages stood in "parishes", each

parish
shaven-headed,
a
long-robed
priest, or pastor (pastor means shepherd).

having

Feudal System
on his horse, and in his
armor, could ride across England. Most
of the villagers were "Villains" or "Serfs",
that is, half-sla-ves, and few of them went
beyond their parish. Other villages were
"foreign" except that all manors and
castles and cottages were ruled by the
crowned King. In the 9(h century two
In
serfs were sold for a load of corn.

The

lord

France a serf girl was sold for eight
But usually serfs were
suckling pigs.
not sold; they were tied to their manor,

and when one lord

died, they belonged to

A small number were
men. Some lords (not all) would
and growl at the serfs, and say:
"•Miserable villains," and so, in 1930,
our word "Villain" still means a rascal.
Much for the lord and little for themselves
the serfs drove oxen at the plough and
sowed wheat, or oats, or barley, and
herded sheep and cattle; and th ir clothes
were dirty and rough; and their huts
were mud and wood cabins; and food
was bread and milk and beer, and now
and then pork or salt herrings, and not
often be'^f or mutton. At the toll of the
curfew bell in the evening, the folk got
Not many would dare
them indoors.
to walk out at midnight, for fear of
demons, or witches, that
ghosts, or
Before I lived
rode on broomsticks.
the next lord.

GOULD
a murder would shock the parish. Wrongdoers would be brought before the Court
of the Lord of the Manor, and punished.
If weather was fine, the Court would
sit under a tree, and the folk would stand
silent around,
while an offender was
accused of stealing the fish from a monastery or Manor pond, or wounding a fellow
serf

and

was

like a little society living

lived three years, as a
Castle, and folk
Kerne's Oak in the forest
I

Windsor

pointed to
near by and the tale went that Herne
the Hunter, with horns on his head, and
red eyes, lived in the hollow oak, and rode
madly on a steed, and even visited the
Such wild
Castle; but I never saw him.
tales had come to us from ancient feudal
Some of our names today tell
days.
Hayward, the Warden or
of village life
Keeper of the Hay; Thatcher, the man
who covered roofs with coarse straw;
Wheeler, the maker of wheels; Smith,
the forger of tools such as hoes, shovels,
Till our own time the Smith has
etc.
worked on:
Under the spreading chestnut tree
The village smithy stands;
The smith, a mighty man is he,
With broad and sinewy hands.

—

Villains
or a thief

and free men often quarrelled,
would break in and steal, or

So you see each village
by itself:

a village community or commune.
And
a bit ofland that belonged to all the folk,

and their cattle, pigs, sheep and horses,
would be named a Commune-land, or
Common; and the green grass of "Commons" brightens many a spot in England
today. As wa have seen, villagers had a
hard life, and were often ill-used.
Yet,
for all that, the village was a sort of rough
co-operative society.
As years went
on, serfs fled to towns and gained freedom.
Or they rose in anger, as did Wat Tyler,
and shouted for libe ty. Or the better
sort of lords would grant freedom.
It
is told of a queen of France, that, when
she heard of certain serfs being clapped
in jail by monks, their masters, she went
to the prison and banged on the door
with her staff, and set the captives free.
Step by step, serfdom passed away.

Oh, sometimes glimpses on my sight.
Through present wrong, the eternal
right;

And, step by step, since time began
I see the steady gain of man.
(Whittier).

free
sniff

in the village,
choir boy, in

so on.

All

Are Worshippers

On Sundays,

all

except the sick went

church and prayers; and while the
lord could sit with his family in grand
chairs, the "clowns" (or peasants) would
stand, or kneel on the earth-floor, or
the mats of rushes. A priest might preach
at times, perhaps only four times a year;
to

and only the priests, or "clerks" (clerics)
could read and write.
To the church
babies
water;

were

borne

for

the

christening

and swain and maid went for
wedding; and coffins carried the dead.
And now and then, when a crowd gathered
in the church, a priest would throw down
a lighted candle, and as the flame went
out, and stinking smoke arose, a bell
was tolled, and the name of a wicked
man was called out, and he was "excommunicated" that is, driven out of the

commune,

or the co-op rative circle.
In town-churches, men and boys, robed,
would chant in a choir, and four men
would work handles of bellows that
blew air into the pipes of organs.
And
pipes and voices co-operated in music;
and the very word "organ" has given us
the bigger word "organization", as when
we say the Alberta Wheat Pool is a cooperative organiza ion.
So the Wheat

Pool has music in its name!
On the walls and in windows of richer
churches could be seen colored pictures
of Jesus,
Mary, Saints, Adam, Eve,
David, Moses and so on; and often near
the door, was painted the figure of St.
Chrigtcarrier, or Christopher
the giant
who kindly bore the Cnrist-baby over
a stream (so says legend) and then found
he carried the Maker of the World; and

—

he found, as we in 1931 find, that noble
things grow from littleness to greatness.
At times, a man who fled from pursuers
would rush in to a church and take
"sanctuary," and none might grab at
him, and he would wait till, before a
Manor lord, or King's judge, he could
have a proper trial.
Or, in churches or church yards, monks
or others might act holy plays, or "Mystery" plays; and act and speak as God,
or Satan, or Noah in the Flood, or Angels
blowing trumpets at the last Day;
and so the cnurch was the beginning
of the people's theatre.
And, of course,
they had games and sports, as May-day
dances, or foot ball
when, indeed, the

—

game mght close in dispute and bloodshed.
And joy came in harvest time
when wains were laden with corn, and
and oxen were garlanded, and horns
blew, and voices roared "Hurrah!"
But
in truth, songs and garlands and merriment were all too scant in those far-back
ages.
The village was a co-operative
streaked with blood, and shadowed by
folk

serfdom, and our day is more golden
than the day of the Manor and the curfew
bell.

(To be continued)

WHEAT

IN

SOUTHWEST

—

Oklahoma Farmer-Stockman In hundreds of communities in the southwest
on September 1st, hardly an acre of
wheat stubble had been broken.
Yet
most of this land will go back to wheat
if it rains in time to get it in shape.
Wheat farmers in such cases didn't
have the heart to buck the hot weather
and the hard, dry soil to break, list or
one-way their stubble. Disgusted with
the price of wheat they let the stubble
until fall.

lie

is now
too late to prepare a good
seedbed, as we have come to know good
Perhaps some
seedbeds in years past.
of this land will j'et be boken; maybe
some of it listed. The best preparation
most of it will or can get is a disking.
In the panhandles of both Texas and
Oklahoma a vast empire of stubble re-

It

mained

Much

unbroken

talK

is

on

September

1st.

heard, and by farmers too,

that all they expect to do with this
stubble is "just scratch the surface and
drill 'er in."

Regardless of how this stubble may
be handled a first-class seedbed will not
Which means that a lot of
be made.
wheat will be seeded in a manner which
in ordinary times growers would not
Which, also, means we
think of using.
are set for a relatively low acre yield of
wheat next year.
On top of that we have an indicated
decrease in acreage of 12 per cent.

But most significant of all, as I write
on September 5th, is the almost total
lack of subsoil moisture in the great
southwest wheat belt, including the
Kansas wheat
Nowhere in

belt.

this belt is there

any sub-

Rains the nation over
The
still continue to be of local nature.
drought has not j'et been broken. We
got through this year with fair to excellent crops but did so at the expense
of the last drop of our subsoil moisture
with rains which came when absolutely
soil

moisture.

needed.

Now let us suppose that the drought
continues well into next spring, with the
same kind of local rains we nave beep
getting, which will wet the top soil
enough to get in the wheat and get it up,
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ALBERTA WHEAT POOL SECTION
but won't be enough to establish a good

by the grower

is to advise the creditor
In the event
as to his wishes.
of any difficulty being experienced at
any point, please communicate with

company

root system?
If that should happen, considering the
poor preparation a lot of our wheat land
will get and an expected 12 per cent
reduction in the acreage, a mighty short
wheat crop will be produced in 1932.
Further: The huge crop harvested this
year sucked most of the available fertility
out of the soil. And big crops of wheat
don't usually follow one another.
I make no predictions of a short wheat
crop next spring. But just the same the
chances right now are against even an
And factors exist which
average yield.
make a short crop in 1932 a probability.

Pool head office, giving details.
The point of directing every possible
bushel of grain to Pool elevators cannot
be too strongly emphasized. This is an
extremely critical year and every grain
grower in the Province should realize
that it is to his interest to aid in the perpetuation of a grower-controlled cooperative elevator system such as the
Alberta Pool elevators.
We are fully
awa e of the efforts that are being made
to distract the grain growers' minds,

and

PROPOSED NEW CONTRACT
member of the Edgersubmits the
subjoined
district,
ton
suggestion for a resolution:
"Whereas the price of wheat is so
low that it is impossible for the Pool to
function as in the past; and whereas the
Wheat Pool contract runs out in 1933;
and whereas it is imperative that we
keep the Pool intact and free from Bank
B. C. Lees, Pool

obligations;

"Therefore be
the new contract

it
is

That it be optional to the
Pool.
to sell outright or pool any part

member

That all members pooling
of his wheat.
no initial payment, but
grain receive
from time to time as sold the members
be paid according to their deliveries."

Crop Share Deliveries
The Alberta Wheat Pool office has
received a number of letters from Pool
elevator agents advising that at certain
points agents of line elevator companies
are advertising the fact that their companies have an arrangement with the
Hudson's Bay Company, the Canadian
Pacific Railway, or other land or mortgage
companies whereby the share of crop
due such companies by grain growers
under their crop lease or crop agreement
must be delivered through the facilities
of that particular elevator company.

We

have been in communication with
nearly all such creditor companifs, ad-

them

that the Pool elevator
facilities
are
operating under public
license in the handling of the 1931 crop
and also provision has been made to
handle non-pool grain through our commission department on an open market
basis.
This organization has been assured in practically all instances that
there has been no intention to discriminate against Alberta Pool elevator facilities in any respect and if any grain grower
desires to deliver the crop share due
such companies through the Pool elevators
they will be glad to alter any existing
instructions as to place of delivery providing that such growers will write to
the company advising it as to their
wishes in this connection.
The majority of Pool members realize
the importance of seeing that every
bushel of wheat is delivered to Pool
elevators and will be anxious to cooperate in this manner on the assurance
that no difficulties will arise as a consequence.
All that there is to be done
vising

divert

them

from

their

own

elevator system. It should, however, be
considered that the best assurance of fair
treatment Alberta grain growers can
have in futuie years is a comprehensive
and firmly established elevator system

owned by themselves and operated on
a non-profit basis.

This year Alberta Pool elevators are

The

market settlement with the

full assurance
both in price and
service will be available to them from the
Pool elevator agent. Furthermore, Pool
members may pool their wheat if they so
desire in the same manner as they have
done in past years.
Again it can be repeated, a complete
cut-off has been made from previous

maximum

that

the

years'

operations and members of the
and grain growers generally, deto do so, may patmnize Alberta

Pool
siring

Pool elevator facilities with complete
assurance that their grain will be dealt
with as a separate crop and without in
any way being liable for any obligation
of past years.
In addition, no deduction
for elevator or

commercial reserves

will

be made from grain delivered to the
present season's pool, nor from grain delivered for sale on an open

British Situation in Relation to

resolved that when
drawn up it be based

on the following:
"All members' wheat must be sold
through Pool elevators and Pool Terminals
and where thereareno such local facilities,
the member must get authorization from
head office to sell street wheat out of
the

to

offering patrons every available channel
through which to have their grain handled
and disposed of. They can deliver to
Pool elevators and receive an open

market

basis.

Canadian

Wheat Marketing
(From Alberta Wheat Pool Broadcast)

These are eventful days in Great
Britain and the stirring happenings in
the Old Land recently culminating in
the temporary abandonment of the gold
standard have aroused the greatest inCanada
terest throughout the world.
in particular is intensely interested, and
especially Western Canada.
The grain growing sections of Western
Canada have always been closely attentive to what is happening in Britain,
for that country is the best market in
the world for Canadian grain and particularly for

Canadian wheat.

Canadian Wheat Preferred

The average yearly exportable

surplus

of Canadian wheat is around a quarter
This large volume
of a billion bushels.
of grain has to find an outlet in the world's

markets. Great Britain has always been
our best customer. There is some satisfaction in knowing that even today
Canadian wheat is commanding considerable premium in Liverpool over
wheat from Argentina, United States,
Russia, and to a less extent, Australia.

Latest Liverpool quotation indicate Canadian No. 1 Northern wheat quoted at
2 Nol-thern at 64 5-8c and 3
68 l-8c,
Northern at 60 3-4c a bushel, compared
with 54 and 55 cents for Argentina 63-lb.
wheat, 63 7-8c for Australian new crop
wheat, and 55c for Russian wheat.

United States' wheat is practically off
While these prices
the British Market.
quoted are abnormally low, it is some-

what cheering

to

know

that the British

favor our Canadian
preference to that of other
porting nations.
millers

wheat
wheat

The annual wheat purchases

of

in

ex-

Great

Britain usually run between 240 to 250
Besides requiring a
million bushels.
large volume to feed her own people,
wheat is often bought for later shipment
to the Continent. The great grain entrepots of Liverpool and London are vast
world grain markets are the destination
of grain laden ships from all over the
world.
Such a customer is well worth
cu'tivating.
Without presuming to enter into an
elaborate discussion
regarding causes

which brought about the decision of
Great Britain to depart 'from the gold
standard, it might be observed so far
the reaction has been rather favorable
The day the momentous
to Canada.
announcement was made (September
21st) wheat touched a record low in
Chicago, the September option dropping
to 45c a bushel while a distinct strengthening was observed at Winnipeg.
The
British pound sank in parity value with
dollar
to $4.10 or
the United States'
thereabouts, and the Canadian dollar
sank in sympathy to a discount of 7
per cent as compared with the United
This left the British
States' dollar.
pound and the Canadian dollar not
very far apart. This circumstance provided a distinct advantage for Canada
over the United States in the British
wheat markets, aside from the usual
advantage of better quality of Canadian
wheat over the United States' wheat.
The maintaining of close parity between
the Canadian dollar and the British
pound, both being at a considerable discount under the United States' dollar,

made Canadian wheat

relatively

cheap

compared with United States' wheat.
In much the same manner Australian
wheat practically corralled the Chinese
wheat market last year, the depreciated
currencies of Australia and China proas

an advantageous
mutual trade.

viding

situation

for

Beneficial to Canada
this situation will work out
throughout the marketing year is difficult to forecast, but from present indications the results will prove beneficial

Just

to

how

Canadian

wheat

growers

provided

the Canadian dollar and British pound
stay close together— when both remain at a
discount under the United States' dollar.
Possibly Great Britain will also obtain
benefits from Canada in the way of inThe
creased trade with this country.
continual complaint of British visitors
to this country is that we do not buy
from Britain which is our best wheat
Great Britain bought from
customer.
our last year's crop something like 135
The repremillion bushels of wheat:

J

—

:
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ALBERTA WHEAT POOL SECTION
sentatiyes of the great British Consumers' Co-operatives who were in the
Canadian West a year ago stressed the
viewpoint that it would be to Canadian
wheat growers' interest for Canada to
One of
buy more from Great Britain
them said: "England must have exports
in order to pay for imports and the people
who buy from England will naturally
get trade from England so that when
our ships go out with exports they will
Because
bring back imports of food.
Canada is buying so little from England,
ships have to come in water ballast
to Montreal to fetch Canadian wheat.
This is a waste English ship owners

ranged so that he would get the bonus
on every bushel of grain he raised and
which is delivered to a grain or elevator
company. The actual grower is the man

who

It

raises the wheat.
He gets the bonus.
was also stipulited fliat the bonus

payable only on wheat raised in 1931.
No bonus is paid on oat«, barley or other
grains.
It is pai<l only on wheat.
The board of grain commissioners has
is

recently

bonus

made

a ruling that the five cent

to be paid on wheat delivered
mills for grinding into flour
provided the mills are operated under
license from the board.
to

is

state of affairs, particularly in so far
as the Western wheat grower is concerned.
The prairie grain grower has always been
favorable to British trade and well he
may be in these days of intense and
bitter competition for markets.

A good

customer should receive the best possible
treatment and one of the best ways to
give good treatment is to exchange
business and buy from those who buy
from you.
The British departure from the gold
basis simply means that British banks
are not require'^ to meet their obligations
by payment in gold. The gold standard
is a term to signify that a country, through
the government and banks, guarantees

Seldom
in gold if demanded.
gold actually demanded, the knowledge that if wanted, gold can be had
This attitude causes
being sufficient.
everyone to pass from one to the other
obligations or promises to pay without
Now
first exchanging them into gold.
it will be impos><ible to exchange Emjlish
paper money for gold soveiij;ns as in
Britain's paper money has
the past.
become fiat money, backed only bj- the
confidence of the people in the British
nation and not by any niedium of exchange of universal recognition.

payment

18

0

•— —

The Five Cent Bonus
It seems that there is still considerable
misconception regarding the payment
of the federal government bonus of five
cents a bushel on all wheat delivered
from the 1931 crop. In the first place
this bonus is paid by the Dominion government and under regulations formulated by that government, and the administration comes under the Board of
Grain Commissioners for Canada. These
regulations have to be followed by those
who are directly concerned, the interpretation having been laid down by the
grain commissioners.
It should be understood that the owner
of the land who rents his land on a cropshare basis is not entitled to the bonus.
The bonus for grain delivered by the
grower is paj^able to the grower even
though the land owner's share may be
delivered in the land owner's name. The
only land owner who is entitled to the
bonus is the one who pays the tenant

money

or a salary in part
part share of the crop, or
part interest in the profits thereof.
The intention of the i)onus is to assist
the man on the land who is actually doing
Consequently it was arthe farming.

a salary in

money and

Many millions of people who could use
purchasing power have not eot it. People
who have it in superabundance cannot
use to advantage a large proportion of
it.

mately

192

million
bushela including
controlled stocks in the
United States.

government

When

British Government ana departure from the gold
standard, the great European stock ex-

the

nounced

changes were closed.

Short selling was

prohibited in New York, Toronto and
Montreal.
Prices were fixed at the low
of the preceding session in Montreal.

small

cannot afford."

A rather unsatisfactory situation in
trade during the past year has been that
our imports from Great Britain decreased
proportionately to a far greater extent
than the decrease in our imports from
the United States. This is not a desirable

above import requirements, at approxi-

— The

Canadian Co-operator.

A

"As far as Europe is concerned the
period of high prices from 1925 to 1929
and the period of artificially high prices
from 1929 to the present time have not
induced any appreciable increase in
wheat acreage in normally importing
countries."
Dominion Bureau of Stalislics, Canada, Agricultural Branch.

—

Three leading estimates of the spring
wheat production in Western Canada

Fairy Story

this year are:

Dominion Government estimate,
The Link, a publication of the British
Co-operative Wholpsale Society, copied
an item from a British newspaper whi^h
said there was over five billion bushels
of unsold wheat in the world and if no
wheat at all was grown for two ypars
the world would not grow hungry. This
item was copied bv the Western Producer
and Fdmonton Bulletin.
The figures and statement are ridiculous.
At AuKust 1st of this year the carryovers of wheat in exporting countries
were
Ignited States

310,000,000
133,000,000
85,000.000
38,000,000

:

Canada
Argentina
Australia

Total

575,000,000

The most

optimistic estimate of carryovers in other countries wnuld hardly
brin^ the figure up to 700 million bushels
including wheat on passage.
This is

way from five billion bushHa.
Broomhall estimates the surplus for

a long

the present cereal year at 192 million
bushels so it will be obvious that if no
wheat were produced in the world for
one year (not to mention two years)
starvation would face the world's popuo

Consumption per capita of butter
Canada has risen from 28.72 pounds

in
in

1927 to 30.31 pounds in 1930.

banks which have

closed their doors in the United States
since January 1st, 1931, is 1098 with
deposit liabilities of $764,000,954.

There has been a deflation in farm
property in the United States from 98
billion dollars to forty-th ee billion dollars,

according to Alexander Legge, formerly
head of the U.S. Farm Board.

James Hazlett, Red Deer district, a
member of the Wheat Pool, won the Alberta

1931

Canadian Wheat Pool estimate,

246,-

834,000 bushels.

At the fifth biennial conference of the
Empire Service League, held in
Toronto early in September, a resolution
was passed urging the British GovernBritish

ment to take action to obviate the unrestricted importation of Russian foodstuffs and raw material into the United
Kingdom in the interests of the Dominion
and the propiress, prosperity and stability
of the Empire.

"The absolute amount of accumulated
world surplus of wheat has never been
large although its importance in weighing
on the market has been great.
Indications are that the surplus over and above
import requirements and normal carryover will be substantially reduced in the
next twelve months."
Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, Canada, Agricultural Branch.

The average
to the acre in

yield

of

10 2-3

Manitoba and

bushels

7 3-10 in

Alherta estimate of average yield is
close to the long time average of 17 9-10
In Alberta the Edbushels per acre.
monton district estimate yield is the
highest, being 28 1-5 bushels to the acre.

News and Views

of

els.

Saskatchewan is the lowest ever recorded
by Dominion Bureau of Statis ics. The

lation.

The number

246,-

500,000 bushels.
Free Press estimate, 254,230,500 bush-

championship for the best
This wheat was Marquis

field of grain.

and was 55 bushels to the

acre.

Broomhall estimates the wheat surplus
for the present cereal year, over and

A

Cowley,

Alta.,

wheatgrower.

—

I

am

enclosing you checking coupons of wheat
delivered to Pool last season. I am sorry
you had to write me about them, for
until I received your letter of September
5th I thought I had sent then to' you
long ago. Our Pool elevator at Cowley
is a godsend to us Pool farmers, and it
was well worth joining the Wheat Pool
Here's wishing success
for that alone.
to our Pool.

Help for starving Chinese by the
Canadian Government in the way of
shipping wheat to that country has been
suggested hy the General Synod of the
Church of England meeting in Toronto.
MilUons of Chinese are starving due to
Hon.
floods in the Yangtse valley.
William Atkinson, Minister of Agriculture
Columbia, is also urging Can-

for British

(CoDtinued on page 17)
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The Farmers and
By

We

publish

an

breviated,

below,

somewhat

ab-

article recently contributed

by Mr. Macklin, U.F.A. Director for
Peace River North, to the Peace River
Magazine, a new periodical which is
serving effectively the interests of the
northern settlements and urban areas.
The article is one of an important series
by Mr. Macklin dealing with problems
of agriculture and of economic and finanwhich have been
reconstruction
cial
appearing in the Peace River Magazine
Editor.
during the past few months.

—

If

prices

grain

continue

at

for

school district, to the municipality, to
the Province or to the Dominion, the
salaried public official will be as badly o£f
without a salary as the trader will be with
no trade. Anything which the farmer can
do, even though it be co-operative purchasing, to preserve his existence as a pro-

ducer and an exchanger of his produce
better for urban society as a whole
than if the farmer through inequality
of prices between what he buys and what
he sells is forced to live like the primitive
is

North American Indian.

What

then are the possibilities of cooperative trading?
Cost of Machinery
have a vague memory of reading
where a trainload of binders was wrecked
some years ago and of reading that the
railway company had to pay the manu-

We

company the cost of production.
The sum paid for each binder, as near
as we can recall, was $46, instead of the
facturing

two or three hundred charged to the
farmers.
It looks as though the manuturers must spend enormous sums in fighting against one another for the business.
They do not compete in price reductions
but they do compete for orders.
The
more they spend in competition, the
higher they force the price of the product
and the less binders they sell, because
if new binders were cheap, we would not
Competition
use the old one so long.
We can't
here also is the death of trade.
buy new binders with wheat at 30 cents.
Co-operative purchasing might help. If
ten thousand members of the U.F.A.
said to a

machine company, "If we buy

our binders from you, will you sell
to us at twice the cost of production?"
and if the company said yes, then the
price of the binder would be $46 multiplied by 2
$92 plus freight and a small

all

—

cost of distribution.

Regarding automobiles, somebody told
us that a trainload of cars which had been
wrecked was settled for at the rate of $172
for each car
Other Producers Hard Hit
Producers in other nations are hit in
many cases as hard to-day as we are.
We hear that coffee producers in Brazil
cents per pound for their
are getting
In co-operative direct trading
coffee.
a bushel of wheat would buy more coffee
than it has ever done before.
Rubber
that was $4.75 is now $1.25, so that cooperative trading would give as much
rubber for a bushel of wheat as ever.

H
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MACKLIN

in the Peace River

Magazine

very reliable man, whose son-in-law is a
Montreal hardware importer, claims that
a dozen screw drivers imported cost a sum
equal to the sale price of one here. Western Canadian business men may not be
getting a bit fat out of business available
at present, but eastern Canada must be
doing fine since, according to a spring
issue of Maclean's Magazine the Income
Tax for Canada for 1930 was greater than
for 1929.
If the tax was greater, the
profits must have been greater
this in a
year when farmers got for their products
half the cost of production.

—

in

Can the producers of food products
Canada trade direct with the pro-

ducers of other products in other coun-

whose prices have fallen as far as
Canadian wheat has? If we could trade
low-priced wheat for other products equally low, we would get as much goods for
tries

our labor as we ever did. Co-operative
purchasing strives toward this end. If we
could trade it would eliminate over-production at both ends. We would get more
manufactured goods for our wheat and
those making those goods would get a
job to make more goods. Those starving
would eat and our overproduction of

wheat would disappear.
Obstacles to Trade

Between producers

of goods in one
country ancf producers in another who
might be mutually benefited by trade
stand highways of commerce built by
a competitive civilization.
The old toll
gate which stood on the private road
for
vehicular traffic has disappeared
because the highway has been made a
public utility.
The toll gates on the
highways of commerce are still there
and demand tolls so high that we can
hardly trade at all. On top of that are
the tariff barriers, which we will not
Another phrase in comdiscuss here.
mon use is "the channels of trade."
Finance is the "circulating medium" or
the water in this ehannel on which the
goods of nations Poat from one to the
other.
But this supply of water is not
under public control and those in control
have drained off the water from the channels

trade so that business is stranded.
has hitherto performed great
service to mankind. It has now become
a master and neglects the service. It was
a blessing
has it now become the curse
of trade?
It looks that way because
the meagre dollars which the Western
farmer gets for his livestock or grain
are all taken to pay the toll finterest) to
finance and there is none left to send to our
fellow producers in other parts of the
world for the things we consume.
If trade is to survive or revive it looks
as though it must do so in spite of finance
or perish. Suppose productive labor and
finance take turn about and since the
farmers for a couple or three years have
produced for nothing we allow the financiers for a couple or three years to finance
for nothing.
Either that or we must
turn to primitive conditions of home
of

Finance

—

manufacture or

else

we must

establish

barter again.
The
producer would then have to be hia own
capitalist and be a year's produce ahead
instead of a year behind. He would have
to raise his wheat and ship it for his twine
instead of borrowing for his twine and
paying for it oqt of the wheat.
direct

trading

13

Co-operative Purchasing

A

present

any considerable length of
time, the Western farmer, if he is not
driven from his land by debts and taxes,
may continue to exist, but can the urban
If
dweller dependent upon him exist?
the farmer cannot pay his taxes to the
levels

V.

I.

U. F. A.

or

Interest as an Obstacle to Trade
See page 2335 of June 1, 1931, Hansard and you will find Premier Bennett's
budget speech, where he says that excluding "private capital in domestic
enterprises such as farms and homes,"
the capital employed in Canada is 171
billion dollars.
On all this amount the
people of Canada arc paying interest or
dividends.
On the national. Provincial
or municipal debts we pay interest.
On
the C. N. Railways we pay interest. On
the C. P. R. we pay dividends of 10 per
cent. It was estimated by a reliable firm
in Montreal that the Beauharnois canal
scheme would pay 65 per cent on a
capitalization of $380,000,000.
It would
require only $62,000,000 to complete it,
therefore it would pay dividends on the
actual investment of over 30 per cent per

annum.

What We Pay

in Fixed

Charges

rate, suppose we include capital
invested in farms and homes it would be

At any

safe to say that we are paying interest
or dividends on 20 billion of capital.
It is safe to say that the percentage
paid is over 6 per cent. But let us say
What are we trying to
it is 6 per cent.
pay? At least one billion two hundred
million in fixed charges.
There are ten
million people in Canada.
Five is an
average family.
There are then two
million families to pay this one and onefifth billion dollars yearly interest and
dividends or six hundred dollars per
can begin to underfamily per year.
stand why we get so little of the product of
the labor of the man in the factory for a
given amount of ours and why he gets
so little of the product of our labor
for a given amount of his.
A huge
portion of his labor and a huge portion
of ours goes to pay interest.
Suppose that the total income from

—

We

Western Canadian wheat is required
pay interest. Suppose the Western
farmer could tie said wheat by hand
Supand thresh it in the same way.
pose that for food he grinds it by hand for
Suppose that he could then
porridge.
pay all of the private and public interest
charges, then the capitalist would be
satisfied and feel lovely, but what would
happen to business? Capitalism has been
to

great service to man in developing
channels of trade, but it now demands
such great rewards for that service that
after it gets that amount out of our labor
we have nothing left to trade with. U nder
of

present conditions capitalism is strangling
which it gave birth.

the child to

A farmer in the Battle River country
hauled a carload of wheat to the elevator
From
at Grimshaw and got $114 for it.
Grimshaw to Liverpool there will be
around four hundred dollars charges
added to it. Of course if we lower freight
rates

we

will

have to make up

in

some

the interest charges on the
The said Battle River
facilities used.
farmer will not attempt to market any
more wheat for a while. If this farmer
could trade his 10-cent per bushel wheat
and pay
for IJ-cent-per pound coffee

other

way

wages to all concerned in handling
both commodities, he mi^ht still get a
But
fair amount of coffee for his wheat.
all of the great business houses and transportation concerns through which tLifair

(ConUnued od page
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Interests of the United
Our Changing Creeds and Changing
The Simple Philosophy

of a

Great Thinker- Our Debt

Can Repay

Warwick Farm,
Edgerton, Alta.

Dear P^irm Women:
As so often before, I am going to pass
on to you a thought from my reading.
I
have just been enjoying a book,
"Living Philosophies," which contains
the creed or philosophy of life of several
of the leading thinkers of today; H. G.
Dean Inge, Sir James Jeans,
Wells,

Mencken, J. B. S.
Fridtjof Nansen,
Haldane, Bertrand Russell, Beatrice Webb,
Julia Peterkin, Hilaire Belloc, Hu Shih,
Albert Einstein and others.
It is an extremely interesting book,
and on reading it one cannot help but
and creeds arc
realize that opinions
Which reminds me, that
changing.
Sir James Jeans pointed out that virtues
and vices have frequently changed places
life moved on through the ages. Witch
burning, he reminds us, used to be a
virtue and lending money at interest
So he thinks we shall in time
a vice.
come to see that we must recast a large
part of our code of social morality.

as

Einstein's Philosophy of Life
I

was very struck with the simplicity

and yet the comprehensiveness of the
philosophy of that most profound thinker,
He says in part: "Strange is
Einstein.
Each
our situation here upon earth.
of us comes for a short time, not knowing
why, yet sometimes seeming to divine

From

standpoint of
one thing we
do know; that is, man is here for the
sake of other men above all for those
upon whose smile and well-being our own
happiness depends, also for the countless
unknown souls with whose fate we are
connected by a bond of sympathy. Many
times a day do I realize how much my
own outer and inner life is built upon
the labors of my fellow men both living
and dead, and how earnestly I must
exert myself in order to give in return
a

purpose.

daily

life,

the

however, there

is

—

much as I have received."
That, I think, will bear reading and rereading and thinking on again and again.
Indeed, if we thought on it so continuously that it became our own creed or
philosophy of life, I do not suppose we
could have a finer one.
Possibly if we were asked for our own
philosophy of life, we might be rather
vague on some of our beliefs, and if we
compared them we should doubtless
The
find they differed in many details.
greater number of us, I think, would say
we tried to pay our debts and be square
with our neighbors and possibly a great
many of use have rather flattered ourselves that we were fairly independent.
I wonder if we realize the extent of our
social debt and feel that to square ouras

we must make some contribution

selves
to humanity?

"The Wonderful Pudding"
The greater number of us probably
remember the story in our old school
books "The Wonderful Pudding." When

to
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Farm Women

Social Morals
Others and

list,

How We

It

showed the wonderful nudding
which had taken more than a nundred
men to make, contrary to the expectations of the younger guests it was found
to be the usual sized pudding, apparently
the work of only one person.
Later he
pointed out that many people had helped
to make it, by growing the flour, the
fruit, the sugar, the spice and that number was added to bj' the ones who helped
assemble the various articles from their
far-away sources.
When we look at life in terms of the
pudding, it does seem as though we are
faced with an overwhelming debt. Even
looking at things around us we realize
we are first-hand recipients from kindly
neighbors and friends of many little
things that go to make life happier;
plants from this one, seeds from that
one, a sitting of eggs from another, a dish
of jelly or cream from a neighbor who
knew we were short, from still another.
Indeed if we stopped to think we could
And not only have we
go on and on.
these concrete evidences of our indebtedness, we have the kindly expressions of
friendship and sj-mpathy which do so
the uncle

but a kindness received, a tboughtfulness
shown, seems to make the day brighter
and our hearts warmer, and there is an
expansiveness about kindness which makes
be confined but easy to
it difficult to
share, and we want to pass it on.
As I said, while at times it may be
depressing to realize the debt we owe,
still it is most heartening to feel that
our immortality may be in a kindliness
and in an effort to secure justice and
truth and beauty for those of our own
day and for those who follow.
Yours sincerely,
H.

ZELLA SPENCER.

The U,RA,
Pattern

Department

Send orders to The U.F.A. Pattern
Department, Lougheed Building, Calgary, allowing ten days for receipt of
pattern.
Be sure to give name, address,
In
size and number of pattern required.
some cases the customs office requires
payment of seven cents duty on delivery.

much to make our lives pleasant.
Then if we go beyond these personal

—

beyond the personal benefactions
by our neighbors— to think of those who
have helped add to the comfort and
beauty of life, we find craftsmen have
worked, inventors have planned and replanned, scientists have dreamed, say,
developing a commonplace flower
of
until it is a thing of beauty, and we have

things

moments of exquisite pleasure admiring
them, and we find the debt increasing.
But our debt is far from ended then.
We have only to turn to our bookshelves
and we feel that here is a debt we can
The hours of entertainnever repay.
ment with which we have been furnished!
the food for thought for many an hour.
Indeed, possibly the ease with which we
can have the thoughts of others set before us has made us mentally lazy, and
we have let others do our thinking for us.
Think of all this debt that is accumulating in addition to the debt we owe our
parents and those who looked after our
wellbeing in our earlier days, as well as
the daily obligation to those with whom
Possibly the one redeeming
we live.
feature is that we have a long time in
which to pay it.
Hu Shih, the Chinese philosopher, says:
"I have come to the conviction that
Everything we
everything is immortal.
are, everything that we do and everything that we say is immortal in the
sense that it has its effect somewhere
in this world, and that effect in turn will
have its results somewhere else, and the
thing goes on in infinite time and space."

How We Can Repay
Perhaps, then,

it

is

possible for us to

7314.

Stepin Shorts.

Designed in Sizes: 10, 12, 14 and
16 years. Size 14 requires 31 yards
of 32 inch material for Slip and Stepin Shfrts if Slip is made with Cami-

do more to repay our indebtedness than

sole top.

we

or

We

often feel that
at first thought.
an injustice done us, a hurt received
seems to shrivel and sometimes to harden,

Ladies' Dress.

Designed in Sizes: 34, 36, 38, 40
and 42 inches bust measure. Size
38 requires 41 yards of 39 inch maFor
terial if made without contrast.
contrasting material | yard 39 inches
wide is required. Price 15c.
Girls' and Misses' Slip and
7327.

If slip is

V

made with round

neck 3f yards
Shoulder straps of
1

yard.

Price 15c.

be required.
ribbon require

will
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Recipes

Seasonable
By

AUNT CORDELIA

Slice: i cup butter, \ cup brown sugar,
Mix these ingredients thoroughly
cup flour.
and line the bottom of flat pan. 2 eggs beaten,
1 cup walnuts (not chopped
I cup brown sugar,
too fine). Spread this mixture over the top of the
first and cook in a slow oven until a nice shade
Miss E. N., Calgary.
of brown on top.

while flowers were not so plentiful as in other
was a good showing of sweet peas,
pinks, asters, phlox, snapdragons, poppies and
nasturtiums.
Ribbons were awarded to Mrs.
W. Carver, Mrs. G. Rowley, Mrs. Stauth, Mrs.
Mitchell and Mrs. Bunn.
years, there

Walnut

1

—

German-style

Potato

Salad:

Six

potatoes,

Boil potatoes
onion, 2 hard-cooked eggs, salt.
Cut in thin
in their jackets and peel while hot.
slices. Add the onion cut in thin slices. Sprinkle with
While still hot pour German salad dressing
salt.
Chill.
Just before serving
over the mixture.
add a little cream, either sweet or sour.
1

Mrs.

Westling
of the
year's work so far: "With the aid of the U.F.A.
we put on a very successful play, 'Safety First'
in March, and made a profit of $54,15.
In May
we had an interesting second year Basketry
We held a
demonstration from Miss Knox.
Lois

(487)

U. F. A.

Strandberg, secretary of

U.F.W.A., sends the following account

baby

clinic on June 1st, and about thirty children
were examined.
A community picnic at Gull
Lake, in July, was enjoyed by every one.
We
sent delegates to three conventions this year,
including the Annual Convention.
Two wool

15

made and given to needy families
and a third one is started, for the

comforters were
in the district

Red

Cross."

Mrs. Anna H. Rau, press correspondent for
Women's Committee of Freedom U.F.A.
Local, writes that the September meeting was
held at the home of Mrs. Anna MacDonald, when
the bulletin on education was read and discussed.
Plans were made for holding a whist drive, with
a musical program, on November 6th.
Miss
the

Huach was

hostess to the July

meeting,

when

tickets were prepared for the raffling of a quilt
and the bulletin for the month was studied. At

the August meeting, held in Mrs. Rau's home,
the bulletin on social welfare was read and discussed; and the work of the travelling health
clinic in the district received warm commendation from the members present,

German Salad Dressing:

2 tablespoonfuls
tablespoonful of flour, 1 tablespoonful
of brown sugar, j cupful of vinegar, \ cupful of
Melt the butter, then
water, salt and pepper.
Next add
stir in the flour and the brown sugar.
Cook until
the vinegar, water, and seasonings.

butter,

1

U.F.A. Junior
Watchword:

Activities

SERVICE

Motto:

EQUITY

smooth, stirring meanwhile.

Weed Control

U.F.W.A. Locals

Activities of

Dear Juniors:
U.F.W.A. met recently at the h'ome of
Mrs. Cash, when a splendid paper on education
was given by Mrs. Chinn, "and we also enjoyed
Stettler

Mrs. J. H. Drysdale,
This Local plans to serve a 15 cent
lunch at the school fair.
.Mrs. Ross's bulletin," writes

secretary.

"Blackie U.F.W.A. has been having good
crowds and very interesting meetings," reports
the secretary, Mrs. Roy Frizzell, "the bulletins
sent out by our conveners each month cause much

The members

interested discussion."

are

making

"double wedding"
pattern, which, with drapes to match, will be

a

patchwork

quilt,

of

the

raffled in aid of the funds.

The program of Dalemead U.F.W.A., at their
September meeting, centred around the subject
Mrs. S. M.
of canning and storing for winter.
Newton, secretary, writes that the roll call was
answered by recipes for canning and pickling
and a number of useful hints were given. Mrs.
Friesz and Mrs. Slack had charge of the meeting,
and Mrs. Friesz was hostess also.
Mrs. Burchard was hostess to the September
meeting of Tofield U.F.W.A., when "Natural
Resources" was the subject of the roll call and
of an inter sting paper by Mrs. P. Lee.
"What
Sunday School Should Mean to Our Community"
was described by Mrs. J. Francis, and Mrs. C.
Ingram read the bulletin on health. A vote of
thanks was tendered to the president, Mrs.
Morton, for the donation of a quilt on which over
814 was realized, reports Mrs. M. Seale, secretary.
Mrs. Roy Rains, secretary of Warner U.F.W.A.,
sends the following report of the last meeting:
"Good papers on edjcation were given by Mrs.
Ilolroyd, and by our president; also one on
malnutrition in children, by the secretary. Discussion followed each paper. Baby Dolores Rowland was presented with a silver mug, engraved
with her name.
The grandmothers were each
presented with a carnation, Mrs. Hale getting
two, as the only great grandmother.
Question
ox, community singing, and lunch were followed
i

by adjournment."

At the

meeting of Turin U.F.W.A., Mrs.
gave "the most interesting item from
The U.F.A.", Mrs. Roy Handley gave a paper
on education and Mrs. B. W. Bains gave a reading.
This program was greatly enjoyed by the memberi and visitors present, as was the luncheon
and social hour which followed.
This Local
held their annual flower show in August and,
last

A. Mitchell

Weeds are to-day becoming one of the
commonest pests with which our western
farmers have to contend, yet with a reasonable amount of care, foresight, and
proper distribution of one's work it is
possible to keep them well under control
and finally to completely eradicate them.
Most of our noxious weeds which are
causing heavy losses at present are annuals, that is, they go to seed every year,
and bearing millions of seeds each multiply
very rapidly.

There are different methods of eradication
which must be practised with
different types of weeds.
Some weeds
such as stinkweed will go to seed lying on
top of the ground, even though they may
be cut off; that is, they will not die,
though they are loosed from the ground
they have enough vital food in them to
bring them to maturity.
We can see from this that cultivation
will have to be done while plants are
very young, or before they attain the
pod stage. If they do, however, they
can be killed by spreading straw over
them and burning it. This method cooks
the seed so it will not germinate.
When stinkweed is spread all over a
field, frequent cultivation will keep it in
check.
This has its disadvantage, as it
makes the soil very fine and so inclined
to drift.
is a very bad weed to travel,
easily eradicated as it is shallow
The cultivator disk or harrow
rooted.
will pull it up by the roots while still

Mustard

A

Social Responsibility

No

matter how careful some farmers
are in regard to weeds and their eradication, there are always a few who are careless and allow weeds to go to seed on
their land, so spreading to other farms.
These people are thus spoiling the effect
of

neighbor's

their

efforts

to

eradicate

weeds.

Another reason

for weeds being so prethat land drifts on to road allowances and ditches fill in. Here is an
excellent place for weeds to grow. No one
is checking them and they are free to
grow and spread at liberty.
I believe there should be some legislation passed whereby the road allowances
adjoining each man's farm should be kept
free from weeds, the farmer being held re-

valent

is

sponsible.
I would say
upon the
which a farmer controls his
depend just whether his farm-

In concluding,

manner
weeds

in

will

ing business will be a success or^a^failure.

Yours

sincerely,

FRANCIS

J.

LESLIE,

Junior U.F.A., Director
Acadia Constituency!
Consort,

Alta.

Junior News Items
The Cherhill Excelsior Junior Local hold their
meetings regularly once a month at the homes of
the parents. They have very enjoyable meetings
and follow the four-fold plan, writes Dolores Guy,
newly elected secretary.

but

young.

Common weeds such as pigweed and
buckwheat are not very deep rooted, but
very persistent if not killed while young.
They multiply rapidly, and will travel a
considerable distance in wind.
One of our common weeds found on
rose bushes.
These
is
are a benefit to the farmer in places where
They have
soil drifting is very prevalent.
a very long tortuous root system and so
make soil more adhesive.
Fox tail or wild barley is a very bad
weed to travel, being light and feathery.
It is found principaTlv on stubble fields
and those which have been poorly plowed.

summerfallow

But good plowing is a very effective
method of eradication.
These are some of our most common
weeds, which do great harm if allowed
to get a start in any community.

More than two hundred were present at the
Starland Junior picnic held in August.
Mrs.
Mary Banner, U.F.W.A. Director for Acadia
It was a lovely
Constituency, was present.
afternoon and everyone reported a good time.

The

last

meeting of Turin Junior Local was

held in the Turin school on September 5th,
writes Myrtle Sorgard, secretary, when remitting
dues. Two plays were sent for. After the meeting, games and dancing were enjoyed by the
voung peop'e.

"We have been holding our meetings twice
monthly and always have a very good attendance.
A fairly large crowd turned out at our dance on
August 1st and a good time was enjoyed bv all.
We now have a momborship of twenty-five,"
writes Frank G. Ciocchetto, secretary of the Naple
Junior Local, when remitting dues.
t}ue to the absence of both the president and
vice-president Donald Whitson tnok the cliiiir

It)
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of Alcomdalc Junior
It
Harriot Pettibone, eccretary.
was decided thnt niemberR of the ball team should
not be allowed to attend the diincoe free. Sixteen
members were present and one new member

Augubt 19th meeting

at the

writes

Local,

joined.

A meeting of Thorhild Junior Local was held
home of Mr. and Mrs. Whitby on August
22nd.
A new Knick Knack committee was

at the

October

U. F. A.

Conrich for the remainder of the yeor. "When
the Beddington Juniors reachad home we found
that one of our old Junior mcinbsrs had stulen
a march on ua by getting married.
So on July
29tb we returned the surprise
A very pleasant
evening was spent in the Beddington
Hall,
where all the friends of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. NorthDancing was enjoyed by
oott were gathered.
all and after supper Mr. ^7a<' Huriiby, on behalf
of the Juniors, presented them with a lovely out

1931

l»t,

writes
olive and laudwich dish."
Lewis, secretary of Beddington Junior Local.
At the June uertiug Beddiugtuo heard the reports of the two delegates to the Juuior Conference, N. Guy and Joe Kairweatber, both of which
were very mui h enjoyed. On July tst the Juniors
joined with the Seniors in holding a picnic at
Races and baseball were on the
Beddington.
In the evening the Juniors held a
progrsiii.
dsnce and cleared t25.

silver

After the meeting a delicious lunch was
served by the hostess and then dancing was enjoyed by the members and visitors who were
elected.

present, writes

Thehna McMillan,

FARMERS AND CO-OPERATIVE PURCHASING

secretary.

(Continued from page

The Starland Junior Local held their last
meeting on August 2()th with 37 members present
It was dewrites Elieen lludgcin, secretary.
cided to hold the meetings every three weeks.
The roU call was answered with a riddle. Mrs.
Sargent gave a historical talk. Jean Carter had
charge of the BpUnilld niueical program. A ball
game enili d the iiltcrnonn's proccodinss
Eighteen members were present at the September .5th meeting of Uardo Junior Local, writes
The roll call was
Mabel Jevning, secretary.
answered by each naming his or her favorite
author and best book. The most injportaut item
on the program was a speech ou "History ol our

Community"

Mr. Anderson, an oldtimer. It was enjoyed very much. A few moments of physical tiuininK and t'lc singing of a
eong brought the meeting to a close.
given by

Ist meeting of Hismark Junior
was held at the home of Kmil Tihgen,
writes Ernest McDowell, reporter, when 23 uiem-

The .September

Local

bers
sion

answend

the

roll call.

After a brief discus-

was decidcil to enter the Efficiency Contest.
A committee of five was appointed to see
about putting on a dance as soon after threshing
as possible, the proceeds to go for buying equipment for plays, etc. Art Ward and Vclma Bresee
were chosen as a debating team, the debate to
After the meeting a
take place in December.
dainty lunch was served by Mrs. Tiltgen.
it

MacNaughton and

Francis Fry organized
The following
Junior Local recently.
officers were elected: president, Harold Schulti;
Mabel Thomson, both of Tofield.
secretary,
The September 10th meeting was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Elgin Seale. The program
'ommittee, consisting of Wilbur Anderson, Edward Hill, Leda Baptist, assisted by the president
and secretary, gave their report. After the business everyone, 41' young people, enjoyed a weiner
roast, around a huge bonfire. Community singing
was enjoyed. In appreciation of Mr. and Mrs.
Scal'e the Juniors sang "For they are jollv good
fellows" after which the meeting came to a close
with "Auld Lang Syne."

Mrs.

Tofield

meeting of North Edmonton Junior
Local was held at the home of Mrs. J. C. RounceThe roll call was
ville, with a large attendance.
an-wered by world briefs. After the handicraft
competition was discussed and the general business gone through, Hilda Martyn gave a reading
and Alma Rounceville a piano selection. The
Rev. D. C. Ramsay gave the Juniors a very
interesting talk on "Common Sense" and "Courage" which was much enjoyed. The July meeting
took the form of a Novelty dance held in the
Horse Hill Community Hall, and was a great
success. On July 25th the Juniors met at Bordon
Park. A pleasant afternoon was spent in bathing
and on the recreation grounds and looking
through the zoo, after which lunch was enjoyed,

The

reports

last

Alma

Rounceville, secretary.

coffee comes or the
interest on capital

on
houses

lot

dollars

on the
of the

Balzao, Conrich and Beddington held a sports
at Bowness ou July 27th.
It was decided
to give ribbons as prizes for individual races
and a shield to thr Local with the highest number
Six games were played.
of points.
Conrich
and Beddington tied for the shield so that Beddington is to keep it for the first six months and

invceled.
And the
which some of the big l.'usiness
stund is worth so many thousand
The interest
per foot frontape.
investment is added to the price
cofTee.

The

Way Out

Co-operation is the way out. Can the
producer in Canada take his product
to the consumer in Canada or abroad?
Can the producer in Brazil or Great
Britain send their products to Canadian
consumers in exchange? If finance under
privatp control won't supply a medium
of

exchanRC between man and man or

untary that have been effected in other
nations by co-operation which is compulA nation divided against itself in
sory?
aompetitive efforts cannot stand.
The
competitive system has been all right in
driving men to great achievements up-todate, but its day is done:

"Our little systems have their day.
They have their day and cease to be;
They are but broken lights of Thee,
And Thou, O God, art more than they."

From

Exploitation to Service

There is nothing the matter with the
machinery of our civilization.
We do
not need to smash it and suffer the

nation ;tnd nation, maybe we can exchange
The millions of unemlabor for labor.
ployed in other lands are just as anxious
to send us their surplus goods as we are
The
to send them our surplus wheat.
co-operative movement in Great Britain
is prepared to take some of our wheat
and jrive us some of their manufactured
Will finance break our
goods in return.
Wheat Pool? If it doesn't, we might send
in our order for British goods to the Pool.
The Co-operative Wholesale in Great
Britain is now taking fifty head of cattle
per week from the Canadian Livestock
Pool.
Thcv are taking some of our
Can we take some of theirs?
Froducts.
we can trade and trust one another
f
to keep the book accounts straight, if
finance won't supply a medium of exchange under present conditions, maybe
we could trade co-operatively without
much help from finance.

years ol disaster incident thereto.
The
only change required is a change of

UnemployCompetition has failed.
ment, uncertainty and chaos result.
CoIn co-operation lies our hope.
operative purchasing and co-operative

houses?

link those more closely towhose labors supply the needs
of and the luxuries for mankind.
middle men and
Distributors and
transportation there will always have
At present the producer of coffee
to be.
wheat in
in Brazil and the producer of
Battle River get next to nothing. Those
Trade
in between them take almost all.
threatens to disappear. Under co-operaselling

will

gether

it shall be rendered to every man according to his work. Let those who enjoy
the chaos of the present time oppose cooperation. Let those who wish to change
things for the better at least think over
the possibilities of co-operative purchas-

tion

ing.

Co-operative purchasing starts on binder twine.
It will go only as far as the
Comfaith of the co-operators take it.
f)etition has failed. In Italy the economic
ife of the nation has been re-established

by compulsory co-operation under MussoIn Russia by compulsory co-operation under the communists. The North
American farmer cannot compete in the
race for the world's wheat market if he is
to be forever burdened with heavy burdens from which his competitor is comparatively free. Can we effect the same
ecanomies by co-operation which is vol*
lini.

day

wheat gocB must pay

13)

purpose

— Irom

exploitation

to

service.

Co-operation, to be successful, must
largely follow the lines of the best comUnder competition,
Eetitive business.
owever, the savings resulting from big
business go to the few.
Under co-operation they go to the many. At the present
time there are many who stand in dire
need of some of those savings.
Will big business on this continent
"have compassion on the multitude" or
will it, like the rich man at the dinner
party in New York recently said, turn
the guns on them?
If the tolls demanded by financial and
commercial interests are too great, if
they are killing trade, can the producers
in the factories and the producers on the
farms trade direct without the assistance
of so many commercial
business charges too much
for its service, then let the common people
run their own big business
by co-operaIf the common
tive buying and selling.
people cannot get together or stay together, then it is eviaent that they will
have to suffer until they can co-operate.
Co-operation demands men who are

of

finance

or

If big

and men who have faith.
Getting the Order
competitive business tremendous

reliable

In

sums

are spent by rival firms in simply
getting the order. This expense does not
add to the value of the product, but it does
add to the cost. The consumer is to
blame for this expense. He owns and
controls the order and he can place it by
co-operative buying with very little expense.
This does not mean that the
consumer will save money. The great
mass of consumers don't save money.

They spend

all

they

have

and

some

It does mean that
possible.
if costs of necessities are cut to a minimum
then the surplus funds of the consumer
will be spent for luxuries and the volume
For example,
of business be greater.
suppose the price of goods consumed
could be cut in half the consuming public
would just buy twice as much goods and
thereby relieve overproduction and un-

more

if

The public would not buy
twice as much food, but they could easily
buy twice as much gasoline and most of

employment.

—

—
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1st,

them could

easily

see

twice

as
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U. F. A.

many

shows.

Competition with other countries makes
imperative that we should co-operate
If competition with its
within our own.
resultant waste of effort is going to continue in Canada, we are sunk as a trading
nation by other nations with methods
it

more

Best

Call for nia' s

PRUNES

eflScient.

Too many unnecessary burdens borne
by the farmers of Western Canada will
make it impossible for them to compete

Demand

Your grocer has them.

in the markets of the world against farmers of other nations more lightly burdened.

the 5 lb. sealed carton.

Those who placed the burdens there are
not likely to remove them. If they are
removed it is up to the farmers to do it

GREEN PLUME
BRAND

for themselves.

Co-operative purchasing, by reducing
the cost of getting the order and by largely
eliminating the carrying charges which
go to the financial concerns, will help some.

From Sunny

California to

Human

Untouched by

you.

Handsl

ALBERTA WHEAT POOL SECTION
(Continued from page 12)

ada to make arrangements to ship a part
or the whole of her surplus to the Chinese.

How Old Are

France has been having a wheat panic.
Fears of a further decline in world prices
which is being utiUzed and intensified by
bearish speculators has caused peasants
to rush their wheat to market at any
available price, thinking a greater drop
is coming.
Dealers are dumping this
wheat on the market at a time when the
harvest sales should be commencing. The
consequence has been a sharp drop in
prices.
The Government has started
prosecutions against known speculators
with the object of obtaining exemplary
convictions that will discourage others.
Short-selling has been effectively discouraged in France and in order to exert
pressure from the market to lower prices
speculators must unload quantities of

wheat and trust to volume to glut
Ordinarily, French domestic wheat is delivered in an orderly
manner but this year the growers are

t^l^J^^

Your Children?

^"""^

^f^

guarantees

your family, until your children are educated, an income more than double that
which you could provide in any other way,
without risking or impairing the principal.
Talk it over with a Crown Life Man

real

the exchange.

panicky, thus making

government

it difficult

for the

to maintain prices.

Premier Brownlee has been chosen as
officer
between the Manitoba
and Saskatchewan Wheat Pools and their
respective provincial governments, as
recently announced by Premiers Bracken
and Anderson and also for the Alberta
Pool in the same capacity. He is making
arrangemBnts for J. F. Percival, supervisor of co-operative effort in this Province, to be his representative in any
necessary contacts between the Government and the Pools. Mr. Percival will
begin the work at once.
He is to be
kept informed of the minutes of the Pool
directors' meetings, and copies of the
financial statements of the three boards
will be submitted to him as issued.

CrownIife
Insurance Company

II

In
with

to

Leeson

to

it

excess.

them anathema.

Distributive justice
Instead of tackling

&

Lineham

Bldg., Calgary

SUCCESS AND THRIFT
GO HAND

IN

HAND

BUY

Alberta

little

have
is

L. S. C.

most

civilized countries,
people
purchasing power vote into
office
politicians
who are really the
agents of the comparatively few who

11
Uf

GAETZ,

Superintendent for North Alberta
Tegler Block, Edmonton
P. GROSS, Superintendent. Central Albertm

liason

Demand Savings

4%

Certificates

the

disease at its roots, governments
prefer to dole out palliatives in the hope
that sometime, somehow, the world's
economic equilibrium will be restored.
The Canadian Co-operator.

AND LEARN TO SAVE
For Farther ParUtulan

The
of

the

HON,
Agricultural Service

Chamber

of

Department

Commerce

of

the

United States, says: "Taken as a group
the large-scale farms have been no more^.
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ALBEETA WHEAT POOL SECTION
nor any less, successful than the average
Furthermore,
of
family-sized
farms.
there are fully as great variations in
efficiency among the large farms aa has
been found in numerous surveys of
family size farms.
It appears then that
more incorporation or organization of
farming enterprises on a large scale will
not automatically solve the problems of
the agricultural industry."

United States' wheat farmers are prol)osing a plan to provide for restricted
wheat production and to relieve the Farm

The scheme
of its large surplus.
It
as the Walla Walla Plan.
provides for the Farm Board to sell wheat
Board

known

is

growers its surplus wheat on the same
credit terms as those which Germany

Having obthe grain at present prices the
growers would allow their wheat land to
lie idle next year and in the fall of 1932
they could sell their Farm Board wheat
as their 1932 crop, pay the Board and
pocket the profit expected from reducing
the present surplus.
and China have secured.
tained

Asked by the daily press to comment
on the action of the Aloerta Wheat Pool
members on voting against compulsory
pooling proposals, officials of the United
Farmers of Canada, Saskatchewan section, stated at Saskatoon that the policy
of the U.F.C. which is control of grain
marketing from producer to consumer
was not affected by the action taken by

The
organizations in other Provinces.
U.F.C. favors 100 per cent control by
legislation and re-establishment of direct
selling to consumers overseas as soon as
circumstances warrant.

A pound

bread made from soft

loaf of

red winter wheat contains the flour proIf made
duct of 13,000 wheat berries.
from hard winter wheat the number of
berries required is 14,750 and if from hard
spring wheat 16,500, when grown in the
United States Northwest, and 13,750
If bakers could
grown in Canada.
buy their flour on the basis of berries
of wheat per loaf, they would do best
by getting it in Chile at the rate of

'A beginning has been made by the
overseas farmers; the necessity for sending all produce tlirough one or two ports
has compelled them to work through
large organizations for grading, transporting and selling the produce, with
skilled representatives in this country,"
he continued. "Dealing in hundreds of
thousands of tons they reduce all costs
and all wastage to a minimum. Gradually the British farmer is organizing;
the difficulty is to do this without destroying his sturdy individuality, one
of his greatest assets, the loss of which

—

We would sugVancouver Province.
to the prairie newspapers which
have fought the fight for Churchill and
the Hudson Baj'- and our suggestion
is not made in any spirit of rivalry or
unfriendliness
that their fight for an
export trade in grain from their own
prairie port is not over.
It is only begest

—

—

ginning.

They

are

quite

justified

in

taking credit to themselves for what
they have accomplished. But this is no
It is a time
laurels.
grinding the lance and challenging
fate again. An elevator at Churchill and
a railroad leading to it from prairie
wheat fields these are fine accomplishments. But a busy elevator and a busy
railroad will be of infinitely more importance.
And they will not come of
themselves.
_
.
o

time for resting on

for

—

—

Need

for Better Organization

"Our greatest need is a better organization of agricultural production," deoLircd
Sir John Russell in hi.s prosidonti.il .ui-

resolution to the
them to proceed

is

Government
the

with

asking
scheme.

DEATH OF MRS. CHISHOLM.
We

regret to announce the death of
Mrs. K. R. Chisholm, secretary of the
Naco U.P'.W.A. Mrs. Chisholm has b«en
an energetic worker in the organization
for many years, and her loss will be
keenly felt by the Local.

_

o

Macdonald's Warning

life.

"But greater organization

U.F.A., reports that at th« Septamber

meeting the propoaed graval road through
tha district was digcusied.
Mr. Buaaard
was called on to give a report on the
matter and after this had been re eived
and discussed, it was decided to send a

would irretrievably damage our country
possible

highly desirable.
At present
farmers, empire farmers, and
farmers from all over the world, indulge
in deadly competition in the British
market. In the end they obtain wholly
inadequate prices.
But the community
as a whole does not gain because they
lose.
The final cost of food to the consumer is profoundly affected by costs of
handling, transportation, preparation and
distribution, all expensive services. Better
organization of j)roduction, while benefiting the countryman, would not injure
the rest of the communitj'.
"Thanks to the inquiries made by the
Ministry, of Agriculture and the Empire
Marketing Board, the food requirements
of this country are pretty well known.
Our next great step forward will be to
organize production on a contract basis
so as to satisfy these requirements with
a reasonable margin of safety, but without the terrible waste involved in those
large excesses which injure the grower
without benefiting the consumer."
is

A Prophesy

of

1923 and

British

Its Fulfillment in

1931.

When in 1923 Ramsay Macdooald
wrote of the power over Governments
which is exercised by international finance,
he may have had a premonition of the
fate which eight years later was to overtake a Labor Government headed by
himself.
He can hardly have imagined,
however, that he would become the head
of a Government in 1931 formed to meet
the bankers' demands, because at a time
of emergency there appeared to him to be
no alternative.
In "Socialism, Critical and Constructive," Mr. Macdonald wrote:
"One can stand at a point in the City
of London and be within a stone's throw of
a handful of banks and financial agencies
which by an agreement come to quite
legally, though perhaps in defiance
of
the intention of law or government decree, would influenee materially in a very
short time the business operation of the
country
"Nor is the growing importance of
.

U.F.A.

NEWS

I

I

I

if

8,640 grains to the loaf, or in England,
where 10,000 grains is sufficient to proThey would
duce a pound of bread.
least sei"ve their own interest by using
flour from Russian wheat, of which 21,600 grains would be needed.

lUat

Wal'rad Guatafson, Mcrttary ef Mal-

mo
dress to the agriculture sectioD of the
British Association for the Advancement
of Science,
in
London, England, on
September 25th.

and

let,

American finance in international trade
an assuring event. One of the things that
can be assumed as a certain consequence

war is that finance is to hold a
more important grip on international industry than hitherto, and that in their
own interests, communities must protect
of the

Acadia Federal U.F.A.
to Convene Oct 31st
Hanna,

Sept. 25th, 1931.

the Officers and Members of the
U.F.A., U.F.W.A. and Junior Locals of
the Federal Constituency of Acadia:
Please note that the postponed Annual
Convention of the above Association will
be held in the Memorial Hall, Hanna,
on Saturday, October 31st, commen ing
:00. a.m. Registration will commence
at
at 10 a.m.
Business to come before the meeting
will be the election of officers for the
coming year, consideration of Mr. Gardiner's report on the latest session of
Parliament, and anything concerning the
welfare of our Economic Group.
The basis of representation is one delegate to every ten paid-up members in
the Association, or major portion thereof.
Please see that your delegates are
supplied with proper credentials signed
by the President and Secretary of your

To

U

and endeavor to have your full
quota of delegates and as many visitors
as possible present from your Local.
Trusting we will have a successful
Convention,
Yours fraternally,
Local,

JACK SUTHERLAND,
Secretary- Treasurer.

themselves so far as possible against an
imperious international financial trust.
"In any event it is quite clear that this
country will have to watch not only Lombard Street (London's financial centre),
but Lombard Street and Wall Street.
"If international finance is to fight
within itself, the battle is to strew the

world with industrial debris: if it is to
combine, the slavery of labor, both in its
toil and
and the
become the

management,

is in-

politics of the
will of finance.
command the sluices of

world

aspect of
evitable,
will

of

For

finance can
every
stream that runs to turn the wheels of
industry, and can put fetters upon the
feet of every Government that is in existence.
"Those who control finance can paralyze the nation, can make it drunk, can
keep it normal. And in all their transactions their own interests are put first.
they fix exchanges, bank rates, capital
values, they can tighten or loosen the
purse strings of Governments and manufacturers;

which the
pends for

they
its

the means upon
and industrial state de-

control

political

existence."

GOVERNMENT
CAME INTO POWER THEY COULD
STARVE IT. A FINANCIERS' COUNTER REVOLUTION WOULD BE
MORE EFFECTIVE THAN A SOL"IF

A

LABOR

DIERS' ONE."

—
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The Great Monetary Swindle
Britain in

By

ARTHUR KITSON,

Pawn

Chairman

to the International

Usurers

Monetary Reform Association

of the

The author of the article published below is an electrical engineer who
for many years has controlled an important industrial enterprise in Great
pioneer of banking and monetary reform, he has devoted his
Britain.
Conservative by
leisure for several decades to pioneer effort in this field.
political tradition, he has been nevertheless a strong opponent of the financial
Liberal, Conservative
policy followed by successive British Governments
and Labor alike. He is the author of a number of books upon financial subjects. When, a few years ago, he delivered a series of lectures to large audiences
in Caxton Hall, London, the views he presented were subject to press boycott,

A

—

not a single daily newspaper venturing to make any allusion to the lectures.
Mr. Kitson is personally known to a number of U.F.A. Members of the Canadian House of Commons. The following article originally appeared in Glasgow Forward, of September 5th, before the British Government were compelled to depart from the gold basis to avert a complete financial catastrophe.
We reprint it as a contribution to the discussion of a subject to-day of the

most

vital interest.

Editor.

honor to Messrs. Henderson, Clynes,
Johnston and their colleagues who reAll

fused to

bow

Power which
Universe

!

!

their knees to the Moneyaspires to be Lord of the

Not only have they saved

own souls, but they have saved the
Years
wealth producers of Great Britain!
ago it was said in America that no man
could become Secretary of the Treasury
at Washington without the approval of
It would seem
the New York bankers.
that the London bankers claim the same
privilege in respect of the appointment
of candidates for the Chancellorship of
the British Exchequer. That Mr. Philip
Snowden was persona grata with the
City of London magnates, was long known
As a worprior to his appointment.
shipper of the Golden Calf and a believer
in the righteousness of the gold standard,
his appointment as Chancellor secured
the unanimous approval of the Usu ers
not only of this country but throughout
the world!
I have a letter written by the present
Chancellor in 1925, endorsing the exposition of the gold standard which appeared
in the Round Table Magazine and urging
the reading of this, and referring to it
with approval, and to the Hon. R. Brand
one of the leading representatives in
this country o' International Finance
The recent political crisis was foreseen by the majority of those who have
given special attention to the causes of
The curious feature
the World Crisis.
of this is that it did not happen sooner.
their

CONTROL OF MONEY MEANS THE
CONTROL OF ALL POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES.
No movement or business of any description is possible today, without the use
of money.
Under the measures enacted
by the Baldwin-Churchill administrations,
the Bank of England an international
private trading company, officered by
the representatives of British, foreign and
overseas banking firms was empowered
to limit the trade and industries of Great
Britain
by provi .ing such currency

—

—

supplies as they deemed advisable, consistent with the banking interests
both
here and abroad.
No obligations were
imposed upon them to provide a supply
of money, to maintain our trade and industries in even a normally healthy con-

—

dition.

When

—

—

!

The Bankers' Ramp
It is, however, of the utmost importance
that the public should be made to understand exactly how it is that a new Government has been imposed upon them unMr. Arthur
elected and so precipitately
Henderson is perfectly correct when he
!

called

it

"The Bankers' Ramp."

When
of the

Mr. Churchill as Chancellor
Exchequer, persuaded Parliament

the re-establishment of the
gold standard, and later secured the
passage of the Bank Act which gave to
the Bank of England supreme control of
the currency, he placed this nation under
the direct control of the International
Financiers and thereby destroyed the
to agree to

independence

of

this

country

1

THE

Any

International Finance
intelligent person

Was

Scared

would naturally

see that by adopting the gold basis for
our currency the nation that could secure
control of the bulk of the World's gold
supplies, would exerci e supreme power
in Briti h affairs
This power was acquired by the United States during the
War; and it is an open secret that when
the gold supplies of the World were pouring in to New York, the American bankers
became alarmed for fear this country
and the other belligerent powers might
retain their war paper currencies af ter Peace
!

was declared. Every nation was compelled to employ dur ng that period its own
national currency based on its national
resources.
These paper currencies functioned so admirably in most cases, that
International Finance became alarmed
Suppose that the people were able to see
the advantages, the independence, and
the economy achieved by retaining their
war currencies, what on earth would
become of the banking monopoly, and
what would the gold of the world be
worth? Since there is enough uncoined
gold held by the banks to supply the
Arts such as dentistry and jewellery
for more than a hundred years, these
old reserves would have been so much
ross
Every effort was therefore made
!

—
!

—

—

persuade and even force Europe
and this country to revert to the goldstandard as soon after the War as possible.
to

of

Lord

Great Britain

Reading

—

— as

the

country agreed to make the payments
goods and munitions supplied to
for
Great Britain during the war hyjhe United
States
in gold.
This was afterwards
confirmed by Stanley Baldwin, who, to
the amazement of the American bankers
themselves, made this country responsible for
a huge war debt in gold without any regard
to the payments due us by our Allies. Even
this

—

League of Nations was employed as
one of the instruments for forcing this
fraudulent monetary system on the world.
The Conference at Brussels in 1920 was
held solely for the purpose of getting the
Bankers of all nations to agree to this
measure.
These gentlemen were, of
course, only too eager to fall into line with
the wishes of the Financiers, for the
reason that thev hoped their respective
the

Goverriments who had sold them bonds
which they had paid only the cheap
paper currencies, would agree to redeem
them in gold and thereby double their
value
The British Treasury officials
were the first to agree to this gigantic
robbery of the taxpayers under Sir
Austen Chamberlain as Chancellor of
the Exchequer
And just here it might
be mentioned, that the bond-holders of
this country are receiving at least double
the amount in interest charges to which
they are justly entitled.
for

!

!

Messrs.

If

MacDonald and Snowden

were so anxious to balance their precious
Budget, and if the rise in the purchasing
power of money is a valid reason for reducing the pittance paid to the unemployed, why does not the same argument apply
the bond-holders, the majority of whom
purchased them when the pound was said
to be worth only ten shillings?
The purchasing power of money today is much
more than 200 per cent above what it
was when the bonds were originally
issued.
By applying the same method
the Chancellor could have reduced the
Government's obligations by over £150000,000 per annum
!

!

The Gold Standard Fraud

How utterly inapossible this gold based
currency system is, may be seen by comparing the World's debts with the total
volume of gold
are estimated as
000,000, wh'lst
payable in gold

available. 7 he-e supplies
a little more than £2,000 the World's debts made
are about £100,000,000,Consider the hopelessness of the
000
World's debtors when it is further remembered that these gold supplies are held
principally by our creditors, and that in
order to pay our debts we must either
buy, borrow, or steal the gold from them
And not only are all these debts supposedly payable in gold, but in addition, the
Bankers have placed the World's currencies on the same ba-is.
Is it any
wonder that there is a tremour of nervousness whenever a few bars of gold are sent
out of the country?
As to gold being a "stable measure of
value" the claim is simply ridiculous.
The value of gold hke that of any
ffected by supply
other co'nmodity
is
If the United StatesBankand demand.
ers withdraw a few million pounds of
!

!

!

—

—
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NEWS OF THE ORGANIZATION
(Continued from page
job, which is, to do
to establish a more

What means

this cry of protest that's heard on every hand?
From north and south, from coast to coast, it spreads throughout the land.
A cry for bread; good God for breadi when granaries groan repletion,
A cry for clothes while wool bales rot; what is this strange condition?
Relief
in a land of plenty?
Want in a land of wheat?
Grain being burnt for fuel, and thousands lacking meat?

what can be done
relation

in prices.

'rake oil for instance, a product of the
earth out of which monstrous fortunes
have been made for the few in the course
of the past twenty years.
Competition is still partially operative
Farmers of Alberta,
in the oil industry.
Ret together and develop buying strength!
We are placing before you a splendid
product in Red Head fuel and lubricating
oils.
Use them and thereby assist us in
assisting you to secure in this much used
and necessary commodity a closer reAsk your U.F.A. secrelation of prices.
tary for information.

—
—

And yet, just mark the contrast; in spite of all our cares,
And spite the country's travail, we have more millionaires.
The wealth of corporations increases without end.
While "twelve per cent and bonus"

— in a land of plenty!
Want — in a land of wheat!

don't you work a bit harder, or save a little more?
Don't heed that wolf 'starvation' that's snarling near your door.
We'll soon be back to normal and you'll never feel the jolt.
Thus spake Sir Herbert H T.
If you pull your belts in tighter"

the leading nations are feverishly trying

fifty million dollars last year.

In Russia the Co-operative

Movement

was so strong that it was recognized as a
social force by Lenin and allowed to
continue and expand. It grows steadily
in that country side by side with the
collectivist
states.

organization

of

the

Soviet

Of more immediate interest to farmers
is 'the fact that in the
United
States last year twenty-one farmers' coorganizations exceeded
operative
the
million dollar mark in the purchase of
These twenty-one out
farm supplies.
of many hundreds ranged all the way
from one to twentj-nine millions of
dollars in their buying of staple farm
perhaps

commodities.
The Co-operative Committee of the
U.F.A. believes that the farmers of Alberta who led the world with their Wheat
Pool and have made remarkable advances
in other lines of co-operative marketing
are now beginning to realize the value
of co-operative buying.
It is one way out of our difficulties.
Call a meeting of your Local.
Ask your
Heeref ary for particulars.
Read The TI. F.

—

—

—

land of plenty!
Want in a land of wheat!
Put you bead in the sand like an ostrich and imagine you've lots to eat.
Relief

—

was no such thing

one expedient and then another to avert
the complete collapse of the economic
system, co-operators are steadily improving their technique and increasing
their numbers and strength.
In Great Britain the growth of cooperation since the war has been pheThe annual turnover of the
nomenal.
English Co-operative Wholesale alone
amounted to more than four hundred and

replete.

"Why

in

World-wide Developments
Every day sees new developments in
While
co-operation the world over.

the banker's dividend.

"Don't talk such utter nonsense," say financiers

was formerly believed that there

as genuine competition
the sale of petroleum products: that
the whole industry was in the hands of a
Today we realize there is
monopoly.
In the States there
real competition.
has been a price war of extraordinary
keenness.
There is genuine competition right here
in Alberta, and the U.F.A. is taking
advantage of that fact to serve the farmers and establish that better principle
Co-operation.
When you and j'our neighbors buy
fuel and lubricating oils through the
U.F.A. you do a number of things. You
do yourself a service by buying one of
the best brands of oil or fuels on the
market. You save money at a time when
you need it. You strengthen your farm
organization. You demonstrate to yourself and the world your ability and willYou are assisting
ingness to co-operate.
to reconstruct the economic system.

is

Relief

Petroleum Products
It

1931

RELIEFl

5)

equitable

lit,

An

in a

ironic situation; we've

produced such surplus wealth

That now we'll all go bankrupt, or creep away by
Our vaunted civilization, incredible but true,

stealth.

many shall serve the lives of the few
in a land of plenty!
Relief
in a land of good!
Distress
While men forget the teachings of Christian Brotherhood.

Decrees that the lives of the

—

—

N. V.

FEARNEHOUGH.

Morrin, Alta;

Write Central
A.
your family
for
organization.

Office.

and

Save dol'ars
your

strengthen

March in the Dominion House of Commons and have consistently done so for

Buying Coal Co-operatively
Last winter was very mild. There is
no telling how cold the season now apIn any case large
proaching will be.
quantities of coal will be bought by the
farmers of the prairie sections of Alberta.
Some are favorably situated close to a
mine field. Others are many miles away.
The Co-operative Committee of the
U.F.A. has made arrangements to date
with mines at Drumheller and Carbon
and other Alberta fields for the shipping
of car lots of coal to Locals of the U.F.A.
and co-operative associations in carlot
quantities.
The Committee has made
personal investigation concerning these
coals

and

is

Great Britain, that the U.F.A. representaadvocated the same policy last

tives

satisfied as to quality,

pre-

paration and supply. Prices ere reasonably low.
We have a special discount
for orders placed before October 1st.
Quite a few Locals have seized the advantage of this discount and have already
A patronage dividend
taken delivery.
will be distributed at the end of each
three months, the first being declared
on business concluded October 31st.
The combined volume of U.F.A. orders
definitely in view now reaches several
thousand tons. Call a meeting of your
Local.
Get the advantage of this mass
purchasing for your members.
Do not
wait till the peak demand is on. Order
and take delivery now and save money.
Co-operate where you can. Even buying
coal together will provide a basis for
future operations.
Capitalizing Experience

many years.
facts are that we are steadily
capitalizing an experience in many ways.
Not the least important of our policies
the past

The

that which is now being promoted by
the U.F.A. Co-operative Committee.
The farmer's dollar must be made of
more value. With the price of wheat,
livestock, cream, eggs, vegetables, etc.
so low he cannot pay the prices be has
been paying.
Mr. Farmer, we are working on your
We have linked your associabehalf.
tion in business with some of the leading
is

manufacturers and distributors and have
made it possible for you and your fellow
farmers to obtain the highest quality
in a number of the principal farm comWe
modities at the lowest price levels.
are keeping down overhead and working
What are you doing
intensely for you.
Don't
for yourself and your neighbors!
wait till catastrophe overtakes you. Save money.
Strengthen your organization.

Flour, Bran and Shorts
are glad to be able to announce
to the women of our farm homes that we
have completed arrangements with Robin
Hood Mills, Calgary, to enable Locals
of the U.F.A. and Co-operative Associations to secure car loads of Seal of Alberta,
the second best grade of flour milled by
that company, the brand used by bakers
all over the Dominion, at wholesale price
delivered freight free at any station in
Alberta south of the city of Edmonton,
with special rates for points north of that

We

For more than twenty-two years the
United Farmers of Alberta have been

city.

In many respects
doing great things.
they have led the world in the development of agricultural organization and
pohcy.

of

Even
have

their
reflected

bitterest

opponents

may

when reading the news

of

the past two days with respect to the
abandonment of the gold standard by

Alberta farmers use large quantities
bran and shorts. We have really low

m

carlots.
prices on these mill feeds
To
those within trucking range of Calgary
we have even more attractive rates.
When in Calgary with a truck call at
the U.F.A. Office and learn about these
There will be a patronage diviprices.
dend every three months.

October

1st,
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formation in regard to the services which
are being given the farmers through
the purchasing plan inaugurated by the

U.F.A.

Co-operative

Committee.

Director Prepared to Address Meetings

News of U.F.A. Locals

Where Desired
George Church, U.F.A. Director for
East and West Calgary, states that he
will be glad to address any Locals in these
constituencies which may wish him to
do 80. He requests all secretaries who
desire to arrange meetings to get in
touch with him with the least possible
delay, in order that the series may be
arranged in time to cover as large a porMr.
tion of the territory as possible.
Church will speak on organization matters
and will be glad to give any desired in-

In sending in dues for seven new members, Charlie Mills, secretary of Fleet
U.F.A. Local, writes: "These members,
with perhaps one exception, all joined because we were handling twine this year."
All the old
U.F.A. Local
the ser-retary,
are hoping to

members

of

Willow Bank

are paid up now reports
Mrs. F. Lyons, and they

CALGARY
DRY GINGER ALE
A

Finer Flavor for Finer Tastes

add some new members to
their roll. They have been holding good
meetings each month, and are raising
money to pay for a piano.

WHEN
News from
Information for

Head Office of Alberta Livestock Pool

the

Members

EDMONTON
MAKE

IN

The Corona

of Canadian Livestock Co-operative (Alberta) Ltd.

Hotel
Marketing Low-Priced
Feeds through Livestock
By

JOHN YOUNG,

As our Province

Manager

fall, especially
in the position
of feed, coupled

this

the northern portion,

is

having abundance
with cheap grain, it looks as if the most
logical procedure would be to market
this feed and grain through livestock.
But under the present livestock market
of

many

are in a quandary just
how to act, and I do not believe there
ever was a period in the history of Canada
when it was so difficult to give advice,
but I think it is fair to presume that with
prices of feeder cattle and feed stuffs at
present low levels, it would appear that
this year should prove more favorable

conditions

for

feed

the average farmer to

through livestock

than

market
has

his

been

He
experienced in the past two years.
should be able to realize more than
This does
market price for his grain.
not mean that it will prove a profitable
everyone feeding any
venture, with
critter carrying a hide or under any
condition.
First, there

the ability of the farmer.
He must realize he is dealing with futures.
Therefore, his first consideration is the
cost and class of the animals put on feed,
and the period he intends to finish, be
He should be able
it 60 days or a year.
to look at a steer and determine just what
kind of an individual he will be when
finished, and if he will fit in with the
is

The purpose
class mostly in demand.
for which feeder steers are purchased
If
should determine their selection.
they are to consume large quantities
they
should
be
of roughage and grass,
of good breeding, but carrv little flesh
and have age enough to handle these
coarse materials. If they are to be used
for converting grain into beef they should
be in higher condition.
Another point of consideration in
feeding operations is capacity, and this
Some men do
covers quite a range.
nicely with a few animals, but are not
the right temperament to handle large
numbers of animals. This works both
Some do better when they have
ways.
sufficient number to give their specific

feeders most suitable to be turned off
on the spring market, are good fleshy
well-bred animals weighing around 800
lbs. in the fall; if to be fed out n xt summer sni fall, light young well-bred cattle
beef type, weighing around 700 lbs., are
preferable.
For those who anticipate calf feeding
for the baby beef market, should they
have no experience in this line, I would
advise them to get in touch with men who
have had practical experience in feeding
this class of stock, as there is no class
of feeding that gives more disappointment when not understood, than the
feeding of baby beef.
A considerable
number of men are under the impression
that if they put up their calves and grain
feed them for a month or two they will
be fit for this class, whereas they are
only warmed up stockers.
The tendency towards well-finished

weight cattle is becoming more
evident as time goes on.
Since beef
grading and Red and Blue label became
effective, the demand for this class is
increasing steadily, there having been
10,633,000 lbs. consumed up to the end
of July this year in the six Provinces, as

"YOUR HEADQUARTERS"
Rates that Are Reasonable

EMPRESS
HOTEL
CALGARY
Headquarters for U.F.A. and Wheat
Pool Officers and
Calgary.

LUMBER FOR LESS
We Pay
the Freight

DIRECT FROM MILL TO YOU
Write
building.

Manitoba,

1,579,195

lbs.;

handy-weight

and estimates before
Plans Free with Order

665 -12th Ave. W.,

Box 1214

Vancouver, B.C.

EMPIRE HOTEL
Comfortable, conveniently central.
Catering to the Farmer

From

$1 .00 a

day up

119 9th Ave. E.

and Quebec,
Ontario,
4,176,432 lbs.
889,705 lbs. The export trade also calls
for

prices
—forDetailed

THE PEERLESS LUMBER CO'Y.
P. O.

follows:
British Columbia, 1,025,648 lbs.; Alberta, 1,120,570 lbs.; Saskatchewan, 841,lbs.;

while visiting

Rates Reasonable.

light

450

Members

Calgary

CLEANING AND DYEING

cattle.

The Canadian Livestock Co-operative,
Ltd., has boat space booked up to the
end of November for 1,806 head of good
quality steers, weighing up to 1,800 lbs.
These cattle are being exported to the
Co-operative
Wholesale Society, also
Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society,
Manchester, Birkenhead and Glasgow.

ONOWAY SHIPMENT
The Onoway Co-operative shipped a
Edmonton market,

Garments & Household Goods
and dyed. Price
information upon request.

of all kinds cleaned

list

and

EMPIRE CLEANING & DYEING CO.,

Ltd.
234-236 Twelfth Ave. West, Calgary, Alta.

P

A T E N T S
A

List of

"Wanted Inventions" and

Information

Dept. 148,

Sent

The
273 Bank

Free

RAMSAT

Street,

on

Full

Request.

Co.

Ottawa, Ont.

load of 67 hogs on the

which graded 43 selects, or 64.17%,
bacons or 32.83%, and 2 butchers.

22

"HAD GOOD SUCCESS"
From an

ad. in

The i7.f ..4. Classified
Section

OPPORTUNE TIME TO RESTOCK
The Canadian Livestock Co-operative

attention.

have listed 200 stock cows, 200 calv s,
and 100 yearlings. These are well bred
cattle, mostly Herefords in good condition.
If interested apply to the Can-

Buildings and equipment are also
The class of
important considerations.

adian Livestock Co-operative Ltd., Stockyards, Calgary.

J.
Bell, Rimbey, who
purebred
Mammoth
Bronze Turkeys in the Classified
Section of The U.F.A., said in a

Mrs. Fred
advertised

recent letter:

"The
paper

last
I

time I used your
good success."

had

THE
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THE GREAT MONETARY SWINDLE
(Continued from page 19)

gold from use the value of their balan-'e
affected.
The Bankers'
instantly
IS
Magazine, some years ago, gave an
illustration of how the mere shipment
of gold from one country to another
affects

prices.

The "Bankers' Magazine" Story
It related how a group of money specu-

—

during a period
lators in 1896 withdrew
£11,000,000 in gold from
of three weeks
the Bank of England and shipped it to

—

New

York.

Bcfoie doing

British Securities heavily,

this,

they sold

and they

also

bought American securities. The withdrawal of this sum in gold caused a
shrinkage in the values oi British Securities equivalent to £115,500,000, and a
corresponding advance in the prices of
As a journalist
American Securities
wrote at that time, these gentlemen were
playing on two tables one in London
and one in New York and winning on
both without incurring any ri k of losing.
Similar operations are continually going
on without the same publicity however
!

—
—

—

1

World ia Bondage
Under the gold standard the World

Payment
Douglas' Froposals to Lloyd

in

(Jctoljer

U. F. A.

has become the bond slave of a group
of financiers who owe allegiance to no
Country, to no Monarch, and to no laws!
They are above the law
They can make
or break anvone, or any inst tution, or
them!
any Government who oppose
It was this same power that precipitated
the war between Japan and Russia 25
years ago, and that fomented civil wars
and revolutions in the Central and South
American Republics
It was this Power
that precipi ated the Great War of 1914
and that dictated the terms of Peace
at Versaillei
It is the same Power that
has now insisted upon the present so called
"National" Government for this country!
!

!

!

The

crisis

was foreseen by the Governor

Bank of England who migrated to
Canada and then to New York to con-

of the

—

—

Reserve Board
How much longer will the people of
this
country tolerate this monetary
despo'ism?
Observe the paeans of joy
sounded by the organs of Inte: national
Finance over the Prime Ministei 's repudiation of his former colleagues
Also
the effect upon the Stock Markets
Surely these events indicate the true
character of the recent change of Cabinet

sult with the Federal

!

!

!

!

ministers

!

I

!

Gold or Goods?

George— A

Sidelight

From 1922 on

the

Problem

of

War

below, are of exceptional interest. Major
Douglas, the author of a number of
books on Social credit and a founder of
the social credit movement, in 1922 wrote
David Lloyd George, then Prime Mini.ster,
urging him to propose the payment of
war debts to the United States in goods.
As it was for goods and not for gold that
the war debt was contracted, Douglas
contended that the debtor states could faiily
claim the right to make repayment in
He also contended that if paygoods.
ment in gold remained obligatory, not
liquidation of the debt but rather its
use as an instrument for the imposition
That it
of policy was the end in view.
was used as a means of imposing policy
on the British Government in August
of this year has been affirmed by several
members of the former Labor Cabinet.
The correspondence was offered to all
the leading newspapers in Great Britain,
but, so far as is known, only two. The
Daily News and The Observer, apart
from Public Welfare which was an organ
of the social credit movement, published

any reference

to

it.

It is of interest to note that in
Douglas' first letter to Mr. Lloyd

Major

George
reference was made to Mr. Irvine's speech
That speech was
of March 20th, 1922.
the first ever to be delivered in the Canadian Parliament in behalf of social

within a very short time. In view of the
unparalleled gravity of world affairs, this
correspondence has been offered to a number of the most important London and
provincial papers for publication:

September
It is

be

remotely possible that my name
known to you in connection with

the discussion of possible defects in the
Financial Credit System.
It is no longer seriously disputed that
the increasing gravity of the general
situation has its roots in this subject.
In view of this, and of the rapid ^rowi h of a
somewhat more attentive public opinion,
I have the honour to ask you for a short
interview.
The test of science is prophecy; and the
course of events since 1918 is some confirmation of the forecast, made then, of the
outcome of the financial and industrial
policy since pursued in Great Britain and
the United States of America.
I may, with propriety, refer you to the
Canadian Hansard, of March 20th, 1922;

speech by Mr. William Irvine, Member
for East Calgary.
I am. Sir, yours faithfully,
(Signed) C. H. DOUGLAS.
The Right Honourable David Lloyd
George, M.P., P.C., Criccieth.

follows:

AMERICAN AND INTER-ALLIED
DEBTS
following letters have passed between Major Douglas and the Prime
We make no comment on
Miniiter.
them, other than to say that their bearing
on the situation will become obvious

The

I have received your letter of September
8th, and regret that you are unable to
afford me an interview. I note, however,
that you are prepared to give attention
to suggestions on the subject of Finance.
In view of thii, I have the honour to
submit for your consideration the follow-

ing concrete suggestions, which, you will
appreciate, are of necessity in outline
only.
That the British Government
(1)
address and publish a further Note to the
United States Government setting forth
with the maximum clarity:
(a) That
the debt contracted to the United States
by the Allied Powers in general, and Great
Britain in particular, was a debt for
GOODS, and that the capital appreciation
incident on the supply of those
goods accrued to the United States nationals, together with the financial media
representing that appreciation, (b) That
the Allied Powers, and Great Britain
in particular, are now prepared to deliver at the same rate, over an equal
period of time, at prices ruling during the
periods at which the various debts were
contracted, goods to the value of the
debt, in return for U.S. war bonds, which
will be cancelled on receipt.
On the acceptance of this pro(2)
posal by the United States Government,
the Allied Powers will notify the late
enemy Powers that raw materials and
semi-manufactures are required for the

to enable

retailers to supply goods for
retail
consumption at reduced

home
prices.

Should it be found, as may well be the
case, that the inf uences effective through
the United States Government are not
concerned to secure the liquidation of the
debt, but rather to use it as an instru-

ment for the imposition of policy, it is
clearly a matter of the gravest concern
to the people of Great Britain and the
United States.
I feel confident that you will raise no
objection to the publication of this correspondence, but will take no action to that
end before the 16th inst.
I

The
ID,

Downing

Street,

(2)

the credit-capitalization of all manufacturing firms in Great Britain will be assumed to be ten times the yearly profits.
At the outset of this period the creditcapitalization of such firms will be assessed
as ten times the profits of 1922.
At the end of each three-monthly
(4)
period subsequent to agreement as to (1)
a fresh estimate of the credit-capitalization of British firms will be made on the
basis of (3), and the collective increase
will be taken as the increase for that
period of the general credit.
Fifty per
cent of the financial equivalent of this
credit will be applied to the provision of
the floating credits required to finance
(1), and fifty per cent will be applied

am,

Sir,

yours faithfully.

(Signed) C. H.

Right Honourable
George, M.P., P.C.

DOUGLAS.
David

Lloyd

Whitehall, S.W.I.,

credit.

Major Douglas' correspondence with
Mr. Lloyd George is reprinted from
Public Welfare of September, 1922, as

6th, 1922.

Sir*:

may

September Uth, 1922.
Sir:

purposes of (1).
During the period covered by
(3)

Debts and Reparations
In the light of the events of the past
few weeks the letters on the subject of
reparations and war debts, written by
Major C. H. Douglas and reproduced

IW.'ii

8th September, 1922.

Dear

Sir:

10,

The Prime Minister wishes me

to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
Mr. Lloyd George regrets
6th inst.
that he is unable to grant you an interview but I am to say that he will give his
careful attention to any suggestions which
you may care to send him.

Yours

faithfully,

(Signed) G. H. SHAKESPEARE.
Major C. H. Douglas.

Downing

Street,

Whitehall, S.W. 1,
14th September, 1922.

Dear

Sir:

The Prime Minister has asked me to
thank you for your letter of the 11th
September, and for the suggestions which
your Ittter contained.
Your« faithfully,
(Signed) T. L.

Major

C. H.

Douglas.

STEVENSON.

October
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Classified Section
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Since

Company,

the

Searle

S4TE— Five

Grain

with the Alberta Pool,
each year satisfactorily
handled farmers'
tract

TERMS— Cash

sell

FOR RENT— STOCK AND GRAIN FARM
near Leduc.
Feed and Water.
W. H.
Cbristensen, 10622-78th Ave., Edmonton.

on the

340 Country

BENNETT, HANNAH & SANFORD, BARRIsters and Solicitors, Calgary,

SHORT, ROSS,
sters.

pany's land settlement plan offers unequalled
opportunities for new settlers to purchase
lands in Western Canada under easy long
Write for free descriptive
term contract.

Canadian Pacific Railway
Department of Natural Resources,

booklet.

want.

Stallion, 1,800, or trade for
F. C. Smith, Lamont, Alberta.

(Craigilea
Mascot) Sixteen months old.
Splendid individual of choicest breeding.
For price and particulars apply CWarkotsch

Ample good

BARLEY,

LUMBER
CEDAR

FOR SALE

—

Cordwood and Slabs Write for delivered
Enterprise Lumber Co., Vancouver,

grimes.

MACHINERY
or used. Sold,

Fort William
I

diseases.

EYES EXAMINED, GLASSES FITTED.
Satchwell, y971A Jasper Ave.,

Tegler

Lean.
Sight Specialists.
West, Cnlgary

Dr. John

spoils.

Makes

flour.

better Bread, Biscuits,

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

HELP WANTED

BREAD MAKING
inferior

monuments for largest manufacturers
Write: Alberta
Free Outfit.
Canada.
Granite, Marble & Stone Co., Limited,

in

Edmonton,

Doughnuts.
Never bake without it.
Sold at U.F.A. stores 20 cents a packet or
write C. & J. Jones Limited, Lombard St.,
Winnipeg.

Alberta.

ALBERTA CLOVER HONEY.

Ray.

Geo.

X-

REMNANTS

Owens,

LBS. PRINTS,
A. MoCreery

MOTHERSILL & DYDE, SOLICITORS FOR
The Northern Alberta Dairy Pool, Ltd.
Money to Loan. 704 McLeod Building,
Edmonton.
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries.

DODDS, DENTAL SURGEON,

408 McLeod Building, Edmonton.

FRESH FROM

RUTHERFORD, RUTHERFORD & McCUAIO,

318 Birk's Building, Edmonton.

DR. LEE R.

monton.

LEGAL AND PATENTS

HOWARD

916

ROSS,

BARRISTER,

Building, Montreal.

A

LANNAN
icitors.

tt

$1.00.

W.

boars.

L.

Gray. Millet. Alberta.

THRESHER REPAIRS
REPAIR PARTS FOR MINNEAPOLIS SEPARand Combines; Hart Feeders,
Weighers; Garden City Feeders and
Weighers.
Write or phone, W. S. Cooper
Company, 806-9th Ave. \Vest, Calgary.
ators. Tractors

COMPANY, BARRISTERS, SOL-

Notaries, lll-Sth Ave. W.,

OR VELVET,

Chatham, Ontario.

SWINE

McLeod

THEMIS

SILK
Co..

FOR SALE— REGISTERED DUROC-JERSEY

Edmonton.

Building,

SCOTT HAMILTON, DENTIST.

Engineers Limited, Calgary and Ed-

trical

Six tens, $6.25.
the hive.
Rainier, Alberta, via Brooks.

gary, Alberta.

DR. W.

RADIO
RADIO— SALES, SERVICE, REPAIRS. ELEC-

HONEY

BUSINESS COLLEGES
WHEAT BONDS — WE WILL ACCEPT

DENTISTS

NEW

A. W. GIRVIN.
LOCATION, 310
Fellows' Bldg., Centre St. at Sixth Ave..
Calgary.

Odd

ing

Never
Cakes

wheat from bona fide farmers in exchange
for tuition, and pay above bonus.
Write for
particulars.
Garbutt Business College, Cal-

DR.

AGENTS WANTED, EVERY DISTRICT, SELL-

and

15c

K. ROY Mc224-8th Avenue

Harris, Chiropractor, Pantages Building,

Edmonton.

from

T.

Edmonton.

ANDERSON AND

A MELVILLE

and save you from operations.

HO-MATDE BREAD IMPROVER WILL MAKE

ElecLister

and Hebco Aerolertric Agents.

CAN RESTORE YOU TO GOOD HEALTH
F.

Repaired, Excflanged.
Engineers Limited, Calgary.

trical

OPTOMETRISTS, OPTICIANS

MESSENGER, CHIROPRACTOR.

F.

16 years treating chronic
Building, Edmonton.

FARM LIGHTING PLANTS, NEW

ELECTRIC

HEALTH
DR. H.

DELIVERED

E. Hall, Grindrod, B.C.

LUMBER, SHINGLES, FENCE POSTS, POLES,

1929 Pontiao Coupe equipped
tainment.
with a new Philco Transitone automobile
radio.
Receptions obtained clearer than
Fitted with condensers and
house sets.
suppressors to assure clear receptions while
Have
tuned in as far as Florida
driving.
with this set. Pontiac in perfect condition,
all good tires, worth $700 of anyone's money,
snap for $600 complete. G. L. Jessup, U.F.
A. office, Lougheed Building, Calgary.

Vtincouver

bread

POSTS— CAR LOTS

your station.

Ltd.

R. E. Stanley,

feed.

Clandonald, Alberta.

Rye or low grade Wheat. Quote price F.O.B.
shipping point.
Send Sample.
John K.
Sutherland, Hanna, Alberta.

WINNIPEG

good

Alberta.

Millet,

WANTED— ONE HUNDRED CATTLE TO
winter.

WANTED— 1,000 BUSHEL CAR

Searle Grain

young stock.

FOR SALE— REGISTERED JERSEY BULL

905

F£ED AND SEED

F.le.oaiors

Eldtnonton

Bank

Imperial

FOR SALE— FIVE-YEAR, GREY PERCHERON

Co.,

First Street East, Calvary.

for all grains.

Calgary

Notaries.

riilgarv

FELIX OHBERG, AMISK, ALTA., BREEDER
of registered Belgians.
Let me know your

HERE'S THE VERY LATEST IN ENTER-

Co.,

Alberta.

SHAW & MAYHOOD— BARRI-

Solicitors,

BIflg..

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COM-

Twenty-five years of experience
with this system of marketing
enables the Searle Grain Company to return to all former and
new customers the utmost pos-

SPOT CASH

Law.

settlement

LIVESTOCK

OPEN MARKET

sible

and

with order.

FARM LANDS

POOLED GRAIN
may now

Five

for the price of four;
nine for the price of seven;
thirteen for the price of ten;
twentysix for the price of nineteen.

in virtue of its con-

Specializing in Domestic

probate, divorce

of estates.

intsertions

has

Farmers

centa per word.

including

2;i

Calgary.

Hart

M69S8

or

W4924.

UPHOLSTERING

MAC DON AL.0S
Flrte C

MAKING

ZIC^ZACi

In 10?,

pers attached

island 20' Packages
r

RE-MAKING

CHESTER-

our

USED CARS AND TRUCKS
FINANCE COMPANY, RE-POSSESSION. TO

immediately: 10 model A Fords, Coupes,
Coaches, Sedans, etc., from $200 up, and
bargain prices on Spacial Group of late
model cars, including: 1930 Oakland Coach,
1929 Chrysler Sedan, 1929 Chevrolet Panel
Also
Dclivsry, 1929 Olds Coupe, etc., etc.
0.M:C. and Chevrolet Heavy Duty Truck*.
coming
miles
worth
to
see.
Real values,
Maclin Motors Ltd., 11th Ave. and let
6tb
Ave.
and
lat
Street W., Calgary and
Street West, Calgary.
clear

with

AND

and chairs. Also draping windows is
Write our Decorating Debusiness.
Thornton
partment for suggestions.
&
Perkins,
10628 Jasper Ave., Edmonton,
(opposite Corona Hotel)

fields

!

.
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Farmers

October

U. F. A.

Reduce the

l8l,

1931

Possibility of a

GRASSHOPPER OUTBREAK
1932

Alberta
HAVE YOU
REALIZED?

Serious outbreaks of grasshoppers occurred in many localities
of Southern Alberta this year.
Poison bait was distributed from
twelve centres in this area. Indications point to a general outbreak
over all of Southern Alberta in 1932.

TAKE PREVENTIVE MEASURES NOW
the
ial

Certain preventive measures, costing very little taken during
or spring months, may save thousands of dollars in materand labor next year.

autumn

The female grasshopper
of the soil surface.

that the Co-operative buy-

plan now operating
through your Central Office
organization is an instrument at hand to assist you
in the present economic
ing

struggle.

You Must
Have Money
to

Many

deposits eggs in clusters in the top inch
may be destroyed by the

of these eggs

following practices:

Shallow cultivate or shallow disc stubble fields to expose
(1)
the eggs to the weather.

Spread straw and burn, roadsides, headlands, fence corners,
fields, or any grassy or weedy plots, about one week after
the small grasshoppers can first be found in the spring.
Fall or spring plow stubble lands to a depth of at least 3
(3)
inches, being careful to turn the furrow slice completely over, and, if
possible, pack the land following plowing.
(2)

abandoned

For further Information write

THE FIELD CROPS COMMISSIONER, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
EDMONTON, ALBERTA
HON. GEORGE HOADLEY,
H. A. CRAIG.
Deputy Minister of Agriculture,

Minister of Agriculture.

buy the necessary farm
supplies.

GOVERNMENT OF THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

SAVE YOUR
VALUABLE
DOLLARS

Department

Provincial Institute of Technology and

Art

Calgary, Alberta.
Offers

A

by buying

Exiucation

of

Education
Automobile Mechanics.

First Class Practical
1 .

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

COAL,
FLOUR, TIRES,
OIL,

etc., etc.

through the

in :
9.

Industrial Electricity.

10.

Steam Engineering.

1

Airplane Mechanics.
Dressmaking and Cooking.
Telegraphy and Railway Station
Agents' Work.

7.

Machine Shop

8.

Automobile Electricity.

1

12.
13.

Practice.

Tractor Operation and Upkeep.
Architectural

Drafting.

Mechemical Drafting.
Survey Drafting.

Farm

Construction and Meincluding Carpentry,
Biacksmithing, Cement Working,
Farm
MaBricklaying
and

chanics,

chinery.

B A

sp)ecial opportunity offers for instruction in Art (Applied Commercial and
Fine Art) under the distinguished direction of
A. C. Leighton, R.BA.
Classes begin September 28th.
There is a demeind for Manual Training teachers. The Institute will offer for
this year only a teachers' trauning course for Manual Training Certificates open
only to teachers with Normal training.

Co-operative

Committee

M

D Home Study courses in Stesun

.

Engineering, Mining and Electricity are available

at low costs.

Information is available from
your Local U. F. A, Secretary,
Co-operative Association trustee
or district

manager

;

or from

The Co>operative Committee
U.F.A. Office
204

LOUGHEED BUILDING
CALGARY

i-ilnted for

The U.F.A.

E

CLASSES OPEN ON SEPTEMBER

28th, 1931.

Enroll as soon as possible after this date.

A FULL PROGRAM OF EVENING SUBJECTS
Day Course Fees:

IS

ARRANGED.

Evening Course Fees:

$17.00 to $40.00.

$10.00 to $40.00.

Some classes open November 2nd, others December

I

st.

iVrite for information.

HON. PERREN BAKER,
Minister of Education.

gt the office of the Albertsn Job Press Limited,

W. G. CARPENTER,
Director of Technical Education.

Avenue East, Calgary, Albeiia

